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Preface

'In particular, it should not be forgotten that the division into embryology,
anatomy, physiology, psychology, sociology and clinical medicine does not
exist in nature and there is only one discipline: a neurobiology to which observa-
tion obliges us to add the epithet humanwhen it concerns us.' (Quotation chosen
as an inscription on an Institute of Psychoanalysis in rgyz)

Before proceeding to the report itself, something should be said of the
surrounding circumstances. For they had some effect on it.

The theme was suggested to the author as the basis of the customary
theoretical report for the annual meeting of the society, which, at that
time, represented psychoanalysis in France. For eighteen years, this
society had pursued what had become a venerable tradition under the
title 'Congrds des Psychanalystes de langue frangaise', then, for two
years this congress had been extended to psychoanalysts speaking any
of the Romance languages (Holland being included out of linguistic
tolerance). The Congress in question took place in Rome in September.

Meanwhile, serious disagreements led to a secession in the French
group.These disagreements came to a head on the occasionof the founda-
tion of an 'institute of psychoanalysis'. The group that had succeeded in
imposing its statutes and programme on the new institute v/as then heard
to declare that it would prevent the member who, with others, had tried
to introduce a different conception into the institute, from speaking at
Rome, and it tried every means in its power to do so.

Yet it did not seem to those who, as a result, had founded the new
Soci6t6 frangaise de Psychanalyse that they were under any obligation to
deprive the majority of the students, who had rallied to their teaching, of
the forthcoming event, or even to hold it elsewhere than in the eminent
place for which it had been planned.
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The generous sympathy that had been shown them by the Italian group
tttcant that they could hardly be regarded as unwelcome guests in the
I Jniversal City.

As far as I was concerned, I felt considerably emboldened, however
rrncqual I proved to be to the task of speaking ubo.rt speech, by a certain
( ( )nnivance inscribed in the place itself.

fndeed,I recalled that well before the glory of the world's mosr elevated
tltrrrne had been established, Aulus Gellius, in his Noctes Auicoe gave ro
rlrt'place called Mons Vaticanus the etymology vagire, which designates
rlrc first stammerings of speech.

If, then, my speech was to be nothing more than a vagitus, an infantile
t r'|, ?t least it would be an auspicious moment to renovate the founda-
rr()ns that this discipline of speech derives from language.

Nloreover, this renovation derived too much meaning from history
l,rr rne to avoid breaking with the traditional style that places a
'r('l)ort' somewhere between a compilation and a synthesis, and not give
rr tlte ironical style of a radical questioning of the foundations of that
, l r ' ,c ip l ine.

.\ince my listeners were those same students who expect us to speak, it
t*.rs above all for them that I fomented my speech, in order to renounce,
l,,r' their sake, the rules that are observed between augers by which

"r,'ticulousness of detail is passed off as rigour, and rule confused with
,  r ' r  t l r i l l t / .

lndeed, in the conflict that led them to the present outcome, it was
r,,rliz.ed that their auronomy as subjects had been ignored to such an
, rlr,rrbitant degree that the primary requirement sprang from a reaction
.rli.rirrst the permanenr tone rhat had permitted this excess.

'l'lre fact is that a vice was revealed that went well beyond the local
, u ('turlstances that triggered off this conflict. The mere fact that one could
. l,rittt to regulate the training of psychoanalysts in so authoritarian a
t.r,lrion posed the question as to whether rhe established modes of this
r r,rirring did not produce the paradoxical result of maintaining them per-
1'r ' r  rr .r l l /  as minors.

(.t'rtainly the highly organized initiatory forms which, for Freud,
'.',( r('a guarantee that his doctrine would be transmitted are justified in
, I r,' ',it uation of a discipline that can survive only by maintaining itself at
,1,, ' I r .vc' l  of an integral experience.

llrrt lrave tltese forms not led to a dispiriting formalism that discourages
,nru.rtivc by penalizing risk, and turns the reign of the opinion of the
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Iearned into a principle of docile prudence in which the authenticity of
research is blunted before it finally dries upl

The extreme complexity of the notions we use has the effect that in no
other field does a mind run a greater risk, in exposing his judgement, of
discovering his true capacities.

But this ought to have the result of making our first, if not sole, con-
cern the formulation of theses through the elucidation of principles.

The severe selection that is, indeed, necessary cannot be left to the
endless postponements of a fastidious co-optation, but should be based
on the fecundity of concrete production and the dialectical testing of
contradictory views.

For me, this does not imply that any particular value is to be placed on
divergence. On the contrary, we were not in the least surprised to hear
at the London International Congress - where, because we had failed to
follow the prescribed forms, we had come as beggars - a personality well
disposed towards us, deplore the fact that we could not iustify our
secession on the grounds of some doctrinal disagreement. Does this mean
that an association that is supposed to be international should have any
other purpose than the maintenance of the principle of the community
of our experiencei

It is no doubt an open secret that it's a long time since this was the case,
and it was with no sense of scandal that to the impenetrable M. Zilboorg,
who, setting our case aside, insisted that no secession should be accept-
able except on the basis of a scientific dispute, the penetrating M. \Miilder
could reply that if we were to confront the principles in which each of us
believed his experience was based our walls would dissolve very quickly
into the confusion of Babel.

Our own opinion is, that if we do innovate, nothing is to be gained
by taking credit for it.

In a discipline that owes its scientific value solely to the theoretical
concepts that Freud forged in the progress of his experience - concepts
which, by continuing to be badly criticized and yet retaining the ambiguity
of the vulgar tongue) benefit, with a certain risk of misunderstanding,
from these resonances - it would seem to me to be premature to break
with the tradition of their terminology.

But it seems to me that these terms can only become clear if one
establishes their equivalence to the language of contemporary anthro-
pology, or even to the latest problems in philosophy, fields in which
psychoanalysis could well regain its health.
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ln any case, I consider it to be an urgent task to disengage from con-
, r'l)rS that are being deadened by routine use the meaning that they re-

'' tin both from a re-examination of their history and from a reflexion on
r I rt'ir subjective foundations.

'fhat, no doubt, is the teacher's prime function - the function from
,rlrich all others proceed, and the onein which the price of experience is
lrr 'st inscribed.

lf this function is neglected, meaning is obscured in an acrion whose
.llccts are entirely dependent on meaning, and the rules of psycho-
.,rr.rlytic technique, by being reduced to mere recipes, rob the analytic
,'\[)erience of any status as knowledge and even of any criterion of
r , ' . r l i ty.

lior nobody is less demanding than a psychoanalyst as ro what pro-
.' irlcs the status of his action, which he himself is not far from regarding as

"r.rqical. This is because he is incapable of situating it in a conception of
lrrs field that he would not dream of according to his practice.

'fhe epigraph with which I have adorned this preface is a rather fine
, 'r ;rmple.

Indeed, it accords with a view of analytic training rather like that
, ,l'a driving-school which, not content with claiming the unique privilege
, ,l'issuing the driving licence, also imagines that it is in a position to super-
r rsc the making of the car.

'l'his comparison may or may not be valid, but it is as valid as those
r tn'fert in our most serious conventicles, which, because they originated
ln rlry address to the fools, do not even have the savour of apractical ioke
1,t'r'[)€trsted by initiates, but seem none the less to be given currency by
', n rue of their pompous ineptitude.

'l'hey begin with the well-known comparison between the candidate

't lro allows himself to get involved at too early a stage in practice and the
u rqeon who operates without sterilization, and they go on to the tear-

1,'r king comparison between those unfortunate students divided in their
l,,v;1l1ls5 to disputing masters and children caught up in their parents'
r  l lVt  ) fC€.

No doubt this latest born comparison seems to me to be inspired by
r I rt' rcspect due to those who have indeed been subjected to what, modera-
I urq rny thought, I will call a pressure to teach, which has put them severely
r, 1l1s test, but one may also wonder on hearing the tremulous tones
,,1 tltc masters whethcr the bounds of childishness have not, without
*'.rrning, bcen pushcd back to the point of foolishness.
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Yet the truths contained in these clich6s are worthy of more serious
examination.

As a method based on truth and the demystification of subjective
camouflages, does psychoanalysis display an excessive ambition to apply
its principles to its own corporation: that is, to psychoanalysts' views of
their role in relation to the patient, their place in intellectual society,
their relations with their peers and their educational missionl

Perhaps, by reopening a few windows to the daylight of Freud's
thought, this report will allay the anguish that some people feel when
a symbolic action becomes lost in its own opacity.

However, in referring to the circumstances surrounding this speech,
I am not trying to blame its all too obvious inadequacies on the haste with
which it was composed, since its meaning, as well as its form, derives
from that same haste.

Moreover, I have shown, in an exemplary sophism of intersubjective
time, the function of haste in logical precipitation, where truth finds its
unsupersedable condition.

Nothing is created without a sense of urgency; urgency always Pro-
duces its supersession in speech.

But nor is there anything that does not become contingent when the
moment for it comes to man, when he can identify in a single reason the
course he chooses and the disorder he denounces, in order to understand
its coherence in the real and anticipate by his certainty the action that

weighs them against one another.

F}{{

fntroduction

'We are going to determine that while we are still at the aphelion of our matter,
for, when we arrive at the perihelion, the heat will be capable of making us
forget it.' 

(Lichtenberg)

' "Flesh composed of suns. How can such bel" exclaim the simple ones.'
(R. Browning, Parleying with certain people)

Such is the fright that seizes man when he unveils the face of his power
that he turns away from it even in the very act of laying its features bare.
So it has been with psychoanalysis. Freud's truly Promethean discovery

was such an act, as his works bear witness; but that discovery is no less

presenr in each humble psychoanalytic experience conducted by any one

of the labourers formed in his school.
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One can trace over the years this decline of interest in the functions

,,f speech and in the field of language. This decline is responsible for the
'.tlterations in aim and technique' that are now acknowledged within the

lrsychoanalytic movement, and'whose relation to the general lessening
, ,[ therapeutic effectiveness is nevertheless ambiguous.In fact the emphasis
, rn the resistance of the object in current psychoanalytic theory and tech-
rrique must itself be subjected to the dialectic of analysis, which cannot
l.ril to recognize in this emphasis an alibi of the subject.

Let us try to outline the topography of this shift of emphasis. If we
,'xamine the literature that we call our 'scientific activity', the present

l,roblems of psychoanalysis fall clearly under three headings:
(a) The function of the imaginaryr as I shall call it, or, to put it more

.,inrply, that of phantasies in the technique of the psychoanalytic ex-

1,t'rience and in the constitution of the object at the various stages of

1,'ychical development. The original impetus in this area came from the
.rnalysis of children, and from the fertile and tempting field offered to
rlrc att€rnpts of researchers by access to the formation of structures at the

l,rcverbal level. It is there, too) that the culmination of this impetus is now
rrrducing a return in the same direction by posing the problem of what
',r,rnbolic status is to be given to phantasies in their interpretation.

(b) The concept of the libidinal object relations which, by renewing
rlrc idea of the progress of the treatment, is quietly altering the way in
rr lrich it is conducted. Here the new perspective took its departure from
rlrc extension of the psychoanalytic method to the psychoses and from
rlrc momentary opening up of the psychoanalytic technique to data based
.n different principles. At this point psychoanalysis merges with an
.xistenti?l phenomenology - one might say, with an activism animated
l,y charity. There again, a clear-cut reaction is taking place in favour
,l a return to the technical pivot of symbolization.

(c) The importance of the counter-transference and, correlatively,
,,1' the training of the analyst. Here the emphasis has resulted from the
,lrlliculties arising in the termination of the treatment, togetherwith those
rlr.rt occur when the training analysis results in the introduction of the
..rndidate into the practice of analysis. And the same oscillation can be
, ,l,scrved in each case. On the one hand, the being of the analyst is shown.
rr, rr without courage, to be a by no means negligible factor in the results
,,1 rlre analysis - and even a factor in the effects of the analysis that
.lrruld, towards the end, be brought out into the open. On the other
l,.rrrd, it is put frrrrvard no lcss forcefully that no solution is possible
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except by an ever more thorough exploration of the mainsprings of the
unconscious.

Besides the pioneer activity that they are manifesting on three different
frontiers, these three problems have one thing in common with the vitality
of the psychoanalytic experience that sustains them. This is the tempta-
tion for the analyst to abandon the foundation of speech, and this pre-
cisely in areas where, because they border on the ineffable, its use would
seem to require a more than usually close examination: that is to say,
childhood training by the mother, Samaritan-type aid, and dialectical
mastery. The danger indeed becomes great if, on top of this, he abandons
his own language in favour of others already established about whose
compensations for ignorance he knows very little.

We would truly like to know more about the effects of symbolization
in the child, and psychoanalysts who are also mothers, even those who
give our loftiest deliberations a matriarchal air, are not exempt from
that confusion of tongues by which Ferenczi designated the law of the
relationship between the child and the adult.l

Our wise men's ideas about the perfect obiect relation are somewhat
uncertainly conceived, and, when expounded, they reveal a mediocrity
that does the profession no honour.

There can be little doubt that these effects - where the psychoanalyst
resembles the type of modern hero famous for his vain exploits in situa-
tions entirely beyond his control - could be corrected by u proper return
to a field in which the analyst ought to be past master: the study of the
functions of speech.

But, since Freud, it seems that this central field of our domain has been
left fallow. Note how he himself refrained from venturing too far into
its outlying parts: he discovered the libidinal stages of the child through
the analysis of adults and intervened in little Hans's case only through
the mediation of his parents. He deciphered a whole section of the language
of the unconscious in paranoid delusion, but used for this purpose only
the key text that Schreber left behind in the volcanic debris of his spiritual
catastrophe. On the other hand, however, he rose to a position of com-
plete mastery as far as the dialectic of this work and the traditional view
of its meaning were concerned.

Does this amount to saying that if the master's place remains empty,
it is not so much the result of his own passing as that of an increasing
obliteration of the meaning of his workl To convince ourselves of this,
we have surely only to ascertain what is going on in the place he vacated.
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A technique is being handed on in a cheerless manner, reticent to the
p, rirrt of opacity, a manner that seems terrified of any attempt to let in the
trt'sh air of criticism. It has in fact assumed the air of a formalism pushed
r,r such ceremonial lengths that one might well wonder whether it does
n, rt bear the same similarity to obsessional neurosis that Freud so con-
rirrcingly defined in the observance, if not in the genesis, of religious
I  r l ( 'S.

When we consider the literature that this activity produces to feed on,
rlrc analogy becomes even more marked: the impression is often that of
r t'rrrious sort of closed circuit in which the miconnaissance of the origin
,,1'rlre terms produces the problem of making them agree with each other,
.rrrrl in which the effort to solve this problem reinforces the original
,, t, i t '  o tlttdiS s anc e.

ln order to get to the causes of this deterioration of analytic discourse,
t rnc rn?f legitimately apply the psychoanalytic method to the collectivity
r lr ,r t  embodies i t .

I ndeed, to speak of a loss of the meaning of psychoanalytic action is as
rru('and as pointless as to explain the symptom by its meaning so long
.r', tlrat meaning is not recognized. \7e know that in the absence of such a
r,'t'ognition, the action of the analyst will be experienced only as an
.r1',qressive action at the level at which it occurs, and that in the absence
,,1 rlre social'resistances'in which the psychoanalytic group used to find
rr',rsSUr?rlce, the limits of its tolerance towards its own activity - now
',r, 1<nowledged', if not actually approved of - no longer depend upon
.rrrvthing more than the numerical strength by which its presence is
rrrr'.rsur€d on the social scale.

'l'hese principles are adequate in the distribution of the symbolic,

"rr,rqinary, and real conditions that will determine the defence mechanisms
',,, t' Carr recognize in the doctrine - isolation, undoing what has been done,
rrt'111tien and, in general, mdconnaissance.

'l'hus, if the importance of the American group in relation to the

l',vchoanalytic movement as a whole is measured by its mass, it will be
,.r',v cnough to weigh accurately the conditions to be met with there.

ln the symbolic order first of all, one cannot neglect the importance
, I rlrc c factor, which I noted at the Congress of Psychiatry in r95o as
1,,'i11q the constant characteristic of any given cultural milieu: the condi-
rr,)n lrcre of the ahistoricism, which, by common accord, is recognized
,, lrcing the principal feature of 'communication' in the United States,
.,rrrl which, in my opinion, is at the antipodes of the psychoanalytic
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experience. To this must be added a native mental form, known as be-
haviourism, which so dominates the notion of psychology in America
that it has now completely obscured the inspiration of Freud in psycho-
analysis itself.

As for the other two orders, we leave to those concerned the task of
assessing what the mechanisms that manifest themselves in the life of the
psychoanalytic societies o'we, respectively, to the relative eminence of
those within the group, and to the experienced effects of their free enter-
prise on the whole of the social body - as well as the value to be placed
on a notion emphasized by one of their most lucid representatives, namely,
the convergence that can be observed between the foreignness of a group
dominated by the immigrant, and the distancing into which it is drawn
by the function demanded by the cultural conditions indicated above.

In any case it appears incontestable that the conception of psycho-
analysis in the United States has inclined towards the adaptation of the
individual to the social environment, towards the quest for behaviour
patterns, and towards all the objectification implied in the notion of
'human relations'.2 And the indigenous term 'human engineering'2
strongly implies a privileged position of exclusion in relation to the human
object.

Indeed, the eclipse in psychoanalysis of the most living terms of its
experience - the unconscious and sexuality, which apparently will cease
before long even to bd mentioned - may be attributed to the distance
from the human object without which such a position could not be held.

'We do not have to take sides over the doctrinaire and commercial
mentalities, both of which have been noted and denounced in the official
writings of the analytic group itself. The Pharisee and the shopkeeper
interest us only because of their common essence, the source of the
difficulties that both have with speech, particularly when it comes to
'talking shop'.2

The fact is that although the incommunicability of motives may sus-
stain a master, it is not on a par with true mastery - that at least which the
teaching of psychoanalysis requires. This became all the more obvious
when, not long ago, in order to sustain his primacyramaster felt impelled,
if only for the sake of appearances, to give at least one lesson.

This is why the attachment to the traditional technique, unshakably re-
affirmed from the same quarters, after a consideration of the results of
the work on the frontier lines enumerated above, is not without equivoca-
tion; this equivocation is to be measured by the substitution of the term
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'.'lassic' for'orthodox' in describing this technique. One remains loyal to
rradition because one has nothing to say about the doctrine itself.

As far as I am concerned, I would assert that the technique cannot be
rrnderstood, nor therefore correctly applied, if the concepts on which it
r', based are ignored. It is our task to demonstrate that these concepts take
.n their full meaning only when orientated in a field of language, only
ru'lren ordered in relation to the function of speech.

At this point I must note that in order to handle any Freudian concept,
r,'lding Freud cannot be considered superfluous, even for those concepts
tlurt ar€ homonyms of current notions. This has been well demonstrated,
| .tm opportunely reminded, by the misadventure that befell a theory of the
rnstincts in a revision of Freud's position by an author somewhat less
rlrrn alert to its explicitly stated mythical content. Obviously he could
lr,rrdlybeawareof itrsince he tackles the theorythrough theworkof Marie
llr rn?parte, which he repeatedly cites as an equivalent of the text of Freud

rvithout the reader being in any way advised of the fact - relying no
,l,rubt on the good taste of the reader, not without reason, not to confuse
rlrt'two, but proving no less that he has not the remotest understanding
,,1' the true level of the secondary text. As a result, from reductions to
,1,'<luctions, and from inductions to hypotheses, the author comes to his
r rnclusion by way of the strict tautology of his false premises: namely,
rlr,rt the instincts in question are reducible to the reflex arc. Like the pile
,,f plateS whose collapse is the main attraction of the classic music hall
nn'n - leaving nothing in the hands of the performer but a couple of
rll lssorted fragments - the complex construction that moves from
rlr,'discovery of the migrations of the libido in the erogenous zones to the
:rrt'tapslchological passage from a generalized pleasure principle to the
,h'.rth instinct becomes the binomial dualism of a passive erotic instinct,

"r,,clelled on the activity of the lice seekers so dear to the poetr3 and
r rlt'structive instinct, identified simply with motility. A result that merits
.rrr ltonourable mention for the art, intentional or otherwise, of carrying
.r rnisunderstanding to its ultimate logical conclusions.
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I Empy speech andfull speeclt k the psycltoanalytic realiyation of the subject

Donne en rna bouche parole yraie et estable et fay de moy langue caulte.
(L' fnterne le C onsolacion, xl.ve Chapitre:

'qu'on ne doit pas chascun croire et du legier- 
trebuchement de paroles.'a

Cause toujours.
(Motto of causalist thought)s

Whether it sees itself as an instrument of healing, of trainingr or of ex-

ploration in depth, psychoanalysis has only a single medium: the patient's

speech. That this is self-evident is no excuse for our neglecting it. And

all speech calls for a reply.
I shall show that there is no speech without a reply, even if it is met

only with silence, provided that it has an auditor: this is the heart of its

function in analysis.
But if the psychoanalyst is not aware that this is how the function of

speech operates, he will simply experience its appeal all the more stronglyr_

a"a if the first thing to make ircelf heard is the void, it is within himself

that he will experience itrand it is beyond speech that hewill seek a reality

to fiIl this void.
Thus it is that he will come to analyse the subiect's behaviour in order

to find in it what the subjed is not saying. Yet in order to obtain an avowal

of what he finds, he must nevertheless talk about it. He then resorts once

again to speech, but that speech is no'q/ rendered suspect by having replied

only to the failure of his silence, in the fact of the echo perceived from his

own nothingness.
But what in fact was this appeal from the subject beyond the void

his speecht It'was an appeal to the very principle of truth, through which
other appeals resulting from humbler needs will vacillate. But first and

foremost it was the appeal of the void, in the ambiguous gaP of an

artempred seduction of the other by the means on which the subject has

come compliantly to rely, and to which he will commit the monumental
construct of his narcissism.

'That's it all rightrintrospection!'exclaims the prud'homme who knows

its dangers only too well. He is certainly not the last, he admits, to have
tasted its charms, if he has exhausted its profit. Too bad that he hasn't
more time to'waste. For you would hear some fine profundities from him

were he to arrive on your couch.
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It is strange that an analyst, for whom this sort of person is one of the
lirst encounters in his experience, should still take introspection into
,rccount in psychoanalysis. For from the moment that the wager is taken
,rp, all those fine things thar one thought one had in reserve disappear
lrom view. If he does engage in it, they will appear of little accounr, bur
,tlters present themselves sufficiently unexpected by our friend to seem
r irliculous to him and to silence him for a while. The common lot.6

He then grasps the difference between the mirage of the monologue
u'lrose accommodating fancies once animated his outpourings, and the
I,rced labour of this discourse vrithout escape, on which the psychologist
rrrot without humour) and the therapist (not without cunning) have
lrt'stow€d the name of 'free association'.

For free association really is a labour - so much so that some have
1',r1€ so far as to say that it requires an apprenticeship, even to the point
,,1'seeing in such an apprenticeship its true formative value. But if viewed
rrr this w?y, what does it form but a skilled craftsmanl

W'ell, then, what of this labourl Let us consider its conditions and its
lr rrit, in the hope of throwing more light on its aim and profit.

'I'he aptness of the German word durcharbeiten - equivalent to the
l,'qlish 'working through' - has been recognized in passing. It has been
rlrt'despair of French translators, in spite of what the immortal words of
.r nraster of French style offered them by way of an exercise in exhausting
,'','r'ry last drop of sense: 'Centfois sur Ie mdtier, remettel . . .'7 - but how
,l,rt's the work (l'ouvrage) make any progress herel

'l'he theory reminds us of the triad: frustration, aggressivity, regression.
I lris is an explanation so apparently comprehensible that we may well be
!p.rrcd the need to understand it. Intuition is prompt, but we should be
.rll rlre more suspicious of the self-evident that has become an idde regue.
It .rnalysis should come round to exposing its weakness, it will be ad-
* r.,.rl;le not to rest content with recourse to affectivity - that taboo-word
,,1 ,lialectical incapacity which, with the verb to intellectuali1e (whose
;rr lrrrativ€ acceptation makes a merit of this incapacity), will go down in
r ir. lristory of the language as the stigmata of our obtuseness regarding the
. r r l , j r 'c t .8

\lrall we ask instead where the subiect's frusration comes frornl
| ),,t's it come from the silence of the analysti A reply to rhe subject's
, ilrl)ty speech, even - or especially - an approving one, often shows by
rr . t'llcctS that it is much more frustrating than silence. Is it not rather
,r trt;rttcr of a frustration inherent in the very discourse of the subjectl

4r
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Does the subject not become engaged in an ever-grov/ing dispossession
of that being of his, concerning which - by dint of sincere portraits which
leave its idea no less incoherent, of rectifications that do not succeed

in freeing irs essence, of stays and defences that do not prevent his statue
from tottering, of narcissistic embraces that become like a puff of air in

animating it - he ends up by recognizing that this being has never been

anything more than his construct in the imaginary and that this construct

disappoints a1l his certaintiesl For in this labour which he undertakes to

reconstru ct for another, he rediscovers the fundamental alienation that

made him construct it like another, and which has always destined it to

be taken from him by anot/ter.e
This ego, whose strength our theorists now define by its capacity to

bear frustration, is frustration in its essence.lo Not frustration of a desire

of the subiect, but frustration by an object in which his desire is alienated

and which the more it is elaborated, the more profound the alienation

from his jouissance becomes for the subject. Frustration at a second re-

move, therefore, and such that even if the subject 'were to reintroduce its

form into his discourse to the point of reconstituting the passifying image
through which the subject makes himself an obiect by displaying himself

before the mirror, he could not be satisfied with it, since even if he achieved

his most perfect likeness in that image, it would still be the jouissance of
the other that he would cause to be recognized in it. This is why there is

no adequate reply to this discourse, for the subject will regard as contemPt

anything that is said about his misapprehension.
The aggressivity experienced by the subject at this point has nothing

to do wirh the animal aggressivity of frustrated desire. This assumptiont
which seems to satisfy most people, actually masks another that is less

agreeable for each and every one of us: the aggressivity of the slave whose
response to the frustration of his labour is a desire for death.

It is therefore readily conceivable how this aggressivity may respond
to any inrervention which, by denouncing the imaginary intentions of the

discourse, dismantles the oby'ect constructed by the subiect to satisfy
them. This is in effect what is called the analysis of resistances, the

dangerous aspect of which is immediately apparent. It is already indicated

by the existence of the simple-minded analyst who has never seen revealed

anything but the aggressive signification of his subiects' phantasies.l l

Such an individual who, not hestitating to plead for a 'causalist'

analysis that would aim to transform the subject in his present by learned

explanations of his past, betrays well enough by his very intonation the
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,rnxiety that he wishes to spare himself - the anxiety of having to think
rlrat his patient's freedom may be dependent upon tirat of his own inter-
vcntion. 'Whether 

or not the expedient into which he plunges may possibly
lrc beneficial at some moment or other to the subiect, thir hui no more
rrnportance than a stimulating pleasantry and will not detain me any
lon$€f.

Rather let us focus on this hic et nunc to which some analysts feel we
"lrould confine the handling of the analysis. It may indeed be useful, pro-
r ided the imaginary intention that the analyst uncovers in it is not
,lctached by him from the symbolic relation in which it is expressed.
Nothing must be read into it concerning the ego of the subject that can-
not be reassumed by him in the form of the 'I', that is, in the first person.

'I have been this only in order to become what I can be': if this were nor
rlrc permanenr high point of the subject's assumption of his own mir-
.r{cs, in what sense would this constitute progressl

. 
Iirom this_ poin! on, the analyst cannot without peril track the subject

,l,,wn into the intimacy of his gestures, nor even into that of his static
',tlte) excePt by reintegrating them as silent parrs into his narcissistic
rliscourse - and this has been noted very sensitively, even by young
pructitioners.

'fhe danger involved here is not that of the subject's negative reaction,
I'rrt rather that.of his capture in an obiectification - noless imaginary
rlr.rn before - of his static state or of his'statue', in a renewed statr.rt of his
.rlit 'r 'ratiOn.

Quite the contrary, the art of the analyst must be to suspend the sub-
1,'tl 's certainties until their last mirages have been consumea. A"a itisin
rlr,' discourse that the progress of their resolution must be marked.

lndeed, however empty this discourse may seem, it is so only if taken
.rr its face value: that which justifies the remark of Mallarm6's, in which
lrt' c<)rlpdres the common use of language to the exchange of a coin whose
,,lrvcrS€ and reverse no longer bear anybut effaced figures, and which
1r.rrJ)l€_pass from hand to hand'in silence'. This 

-.t.pho, 
is enough to

r.rrrind us that speech, even when almost completely worn out, retains
'r', value as a rcssera.72

l'.ven if it communicates nothing, the discourse represents the existence
,,t communication; even if it denies the evidence, it affirms that speech
t,rr\litutes truth; even if it is intended to deceive, the discourse rp..ulut.t
, ,n l i r i th in test imony.

l\l 'rcover, it is the psycltoanalyst who knows better than anyone else
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that the question is to understand which'part' of this discourse carries the
significative term, and this is, ideally, just how he proceeds: he takes
the description of an everyday event for a fable addressed to whoever
hath ears to hear, a long tirade for a direct interjection, or on the other
hand a simple lapsus for a highly complex statement, or even the sigh of
a momentary silence for the whole lyrical development it replaces.

It is, therefore, a beneficent punctuation, one which confers its meaning
on the subject's discourse. This is why the adjournment of a session -
which according to present-day technique is simply a chronometric
break and, as such, a matter of indifrerence to the thread of the discourse
- plays the part of a metric beat which has the full value of an actual
intervention by the analyst for hastening the concluding moments. This
fact should lead us to free this act of termination from its routine usage
and to employ it for the purposes of the technique in every useful way
possible.

It is in this way that regression is able to operate. Regression is simply
the actualization in the discourse of the phantasy relations reconstituted
by an ego at each stage in the decomposition of its structure. After all,
this regression is not reall even in language it manifests itself only by
inflections, by turns of phrase, by 'trdbuchements si ldgiers' that in the
extreme case they cannot go beyond the artifice of 'baby talk' in the adult.
To impute to regression the reality of an actual relation to the object
amounts to projecting the subject into an alienating illusion that does no
more than echo an alibi of the psychoanalyst.

It is for this reason that nothing could be more misleading for the
analyst than to seek to guide himself by some supposed 'contact' ex-
perienced with the reality of the subject. This cream puff of intuitionist
and even phenomenological psychology has become extended in con-
temporary usage in a way that is thoroughly symptomatic of the rare-
faction of the effects of speech in the present social context. But its
obsessional power becomes flagrantly obvious when put forward in a
relation which, by its very rules, excludes all real contact.

Young analysts, who might nevertheless allow themselves to be taken
in by the impenetrable gifts that such a recourse implies, will find no
better way of retracing their steps than to consider the successful outcome
of the actual supervision they themselves undergo. From the point of
view of contact with the real, the very possibility of such supervision
would become a problem. In fact the contrary is the case: here the super-
visor manifests a second sight, make no mistake about it, which makes the
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('xl)erience at least as instructive for him as for the person supervised.
A nd this is almost all the more so because the person under his super-
vision demonstrates in the process fewer of these gifts, which are held
lry some people to be all the less communicable in proporrion as they
rlrcmselves draw attention to their technical secrets.

'fhe reason for this enigma is that the supervised person acts as a filter,
,r cv€r as a refractor, of the subiect's discourse, and in this way there is
1x'csented to the supervisor a ready-made stereograph, making clear from
t lrt' start the three or four registers on urhich the muscial score constituted
I'v the subiect's discourse can be read.

If the supervised person could be put by the supervisor into a subiective
1,, rsition different from that implied by the sinister term contrdle(advantage-
.rrsl/ replaced, but only in English, by'supervision'), the greatest profit
l',' rvould derive from this exercise would be to learn to mainrain himself in
rlrt: position of second subjectivity into which the situation automatically
1,rrts the supervisor.

'['here he would find the authentic way to reach what the classic formula
,,1'the analyst's vague? even absent-minded, attention expresses only very
.r;,lrroximately. For it is essential to know towards what that attention is
rlircctedl and, as all our labours show, it is certainly not directed towards
.rrr object beyond the subject's speech in the way it is for certain analysts
rr lt,> make it a srict rule never to lose sight of that object, If this were to
l,r'tlte way of analysis, then it would surely have recourse to other means

.rtlterwise it would be the only example of a method that forbade itself
rlrr, mezfls necessary to its own ends.

'l'lre only object that is within the analyst's reach is the imaginary
r,'l.rtion that links him to the subject guaego. And although he cannot
,'lrrrtinate it, he can use it to regulate the yield of his ears, which is normal
;rr.rctice, according to both physiology and the Gospels: having earc in
,tttlt 'r not to lrear, in otherwords, in orderto pickup what is to beheard.
| ,rr he has no other ears, no third or fourth ear to serve as what some
lr.rr c tried to describe as a direct transaudition of the unconscious by
t lrc uocotscious.l3 I shall deal with the question of this supposed mode of
r'nlrnunication later.

I lrave tackled the function of speech in analysis from its least rewarding
.rtr11k', that of 'empty' speech, where the subject seems to be talking in
,.rrr about someone who, even if he were his spitting image, can never
lr.t'.tne one with the assumption of his desire. I have pointed our the
*urce of the growing devaluation of which speech has been the object
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in both theory and technique. I have had to raise by slow degrees, as if

they were a heavy millstone that had fallen on speech, what can serve

only as a sort of steering-wheel for the movement of analysis: that is to

r.y, the individual psycho-physiological factors that, in reality, are

.r.l,rd.d from its dialectic. To regard the goal of psychoanalysis to be to

modify the individual inertia of these factors is to be condemned to a

fiction of movement with which a certain trend in psychoanalytic tech-

nique seems in fact to be satisfied.

If we now turn to the other extreme of the psychoanalytic experience -

its history, its argumentation, the Process of the treatment - 'we shall

find that io the analysis of the here and now is to be opposed the value

of anamnesis as the index and source of therapeutic progesss; that to

obsessional intrasubjectivity is to be opposed hysterical intersubjectivity;

and that to the analysis of resistance is to be opposed symbolic interpre-

tation. The realizarion of full speech begins here.

Let us examine the relation constituted by this realization.

It will be recalled that shortly after its birth the method introduced

by Breuer and Freud was baptized by one of Breuer's Patients' Anna O.,

the 'talking; cure'. It was the experience inaugurated with this hysterical

patient that led them to the discovery of the pathogenic event dubbed the

traumatic experience.
If this event 'was recognized as being the cause of the symptom, it was

because the putting into words of the event (in the patient's 'stories')

determined the lifting of the symptom. Here the term'prise de conscience',

borrowed from the psychological theory that was constructed on this

fact, retains a prestige that merits a healthy distrust of explanations that

do office as self-evident truths. The psychological prejudices of Freud's

day were opposed to acknowledging in verbalization as such any reality

other than its own flatus yocis. The fact remains that in the hypnotic

stare verbalization is dissociated from the prise de conscience, and this fact

alone is enough to require a revision of that conception of its effects.

But why is it that the doughtyadvocates of the behaviourist Aufhebung

do not use this as their example to show that they do not have to know

whether the subject has remembered anything whatever from the pastl

He has simply recounted the event. But I would say that he has verbalized

it - or, to develop a term whose echoes in French call to mind a Pandclra

figure other thanlhe onewith the box(inwhich the term should probably

be locked up for good),ta tlrat lrc lras made it pass into tltc verbert t or,
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,lr()r'c precisely, into the eposlu by which he brings back into present
rrrrtc the origins of his ov/n person. And he does this in a language that

'll,rrvs his discourse to be understood by his contemporaries, and which
lrrrtltermore presupposes their present discourse. Thus it happens that
rlrt'recitation of the epos may include a discourse of earlier days in its
,,\\'n ?rchaic, even foreign language) or may even pursue its course in
l)r('sent time with all the animation of the actor; but it is like an indirect
,lt',course, isolated in quotation marks within the thread of the narration,
,rrrl, if the discourse is played out, ir is on a srage implying the presence
rr,,r ooly of the chorus, but also of spectators.

llypnotic recollection is, no doubr, a reproduction of the pasr, but it
r , :rbove all a spoken represenration - and as such implies all sorts of
I'r('scnces.It stands in the same relation to thewaking recollectionof what
r, r'uriously called in analysis 'the marerial', as the drama in which the
,,riginal myths of the City State are produced before its assembled citizens
t,trrcls in relation to a history that may well be made up of materials, but

", u,'hich a nation today learns ro read the symbols of a destiny on the
,,,.rrch. In Heideggerian language one could say that both typ"r of re-
,,,l lcction constitute the subject as gewesend- that is to say, as being the
, ttt'who thus has been. But in the internal unity of this temporalizition,
rlrt' cxistent marks the convergence of the having-beens. That is ro say,
, ,r ltcr encounters being assumed to have taken place since any one of these
rrt,,trlerts having been, there would have issued from it another existent
rlr.rt rvould cause him to have been quite otherwise.

'l'he ambiguity of the hysterical revelation of the past is due not so
:rrut'l l to the vacillation of its content between the imaginary and the real,
t, 'r ir is situated in both. Nor is it because it is made up of lies. The
: .r',()n is that it presents us with the birth of truth in speech, and thereby
rrttt{S us up against the reality of what is neither true nor false. At any
r rrr', rhat is the mosr disquieting aspecr of the problem.

I ,r it is present speech tirat bears witness to the truth of this revelation
, r l)r'cSent reality, and which grounds it in the name of that reality. Yet
, r r lr:.rt reality, only speech bears witness to that portion of the powers of
' ,r'f);lst that has been thrust aside at each crossroads where the event has

.r, l t '  i ts choice.
I lris is why the condition of continuity in anamnesis, by which Freud

rr'.rSlrrcs the completeness of the cure) has nothing to do withthe Berg-
',tti;tn mytlt of a restoration of duration in which the authenticity of
r, It ittstant rvould bc clcstroycd if it did nor sum up the modulation of all
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the preceding ones. The point is that for Freud it is not a question of
biological memory, nor of its intuitionist mystification) nor of the param-
nesis of the symptom, but a question of recollection, that is, of history,
balancing the scales, in which conjectures about the past are balanced
against promises of the future, upon the single knife-edge or fulcrum of
chronological certainties. I might as well be categorical: in psychoanalytic
anamnesis, it is not a question of reality, but of truth, because the effect
of full speech is to reorder past contingences by conferring on them the
sense of necessities to come, such as they are constituted by the little
freedom through which the subiect makes them present.

The meanders of the research pursued by Freud into the case of the
Wolf Man confirm these remarks by deriving their full meaning from
them.

Freud demands a total obiectification of proof so long as it is a question
of dating the primal scene, but he no more than presupposes all the re-
subjectifications of the event that seem to him to be necessary to explain
its effects at each turning-point where the subject restructures himself -
that is, as many restructurings of the event as take place, as he puts it,
nachtrciglic/t, at a later date.l7 

'What 
is more, vrith an audacity bordering

on oft'handedness, he asserts that he holds it legitimate in the analysis
of processes to elide the time intervals in which the event remains latent
in the subject.ls That is to say, he annuls the times for understanding in
favour of the moments of concluding which precipitate the meditation of
the subject towards deciding the meaning to attach to the original event.

Let it be noted that timefor understanding and moment of concludinl! are
functions that I have defined in a purely logical theorem and which are
familiar to my students as having proved extremely favourable to the
dialectical analysis through which we guide their steps in the process of
a psychoanalysis.

It is certainly this assumption of his history by the subject, in so far ar
it is constituted by the speech addressed to the other, that constitutes the
ground of the nev/ method that Freud called psychoanalysis, not in rgo4
- as 'was taught until recendy by an authority who, when he finally threw
off the cloak of prudent silence, appeared on that day to know nothing
of Freud except the titles of his works - but in r89y.1e

In this analysis of the meaning of his method, I do not deny, any morc
than Freud himself did, the psycho-physiological discontinuity manifested
by the states in which the hysterical symptom appears, nor do I deny that
this symptom may be treated by methods - hypnosis or even narcosis -
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rlrat reproduce the discontinuity of these states. I simply repudiate any
rcliance on these states - and as deliberately as Freud forbade himseif
r('course to them after a certain time - whether to explain the symprom or
t(  )  CUre i t .

For if the originality of the analytic method depends on rneans that it
ttrust forego, it is because the means that it reserves to itself are enough
to coostitute a domain whose limits define the relativity of its opera-
r ions.

Its means are- those of speech, in so far as speech confers a meaning on
rlrc functions of the individual; its domain is that of concrete discourc., i1
'r I far as this is the field of the transindividual reality of the subject; its
(,l)erations are those of history, in so far as history constitutes the emer-
r',('nce of truth in the real.

fo begin with, in fact, when the subjecr begins analysis he accepm a
1',rsition more constituting in itself than all the duties by which he allows
lrirnself to be more or less enticed: that of interlocution, and I see no
, 'lrjection in the fact that this remark may leave the listener nonplussed.2o
I , rr I shall take this opportunity of stressing that the allocution of the
',rrlrject entails an allocutorzr - in other words, that the locutor22 is
, , rnstituted in it as intersubjectivity.

.Secondly, it is on the basis of this interlocution, in so far as it includes
rlrt'response of the interlocutor, that the meaning of what Freud insists
,rr rlS the restoration of continuity in the subject's motivations becomes
r L'.rr. An operational examination of this objective shows us in effect that
rr c;rn be satisfied only in the intersubjective continuity of the discourse

" ' rvhich the subject's history is constituted.
lrr this way, the subject may vaticinate on his history under the in-

f lrtt'trc€ of one or other of those drugs that anaesthetize the consciousness
,,,,1 rvhich have been christened in our day'truth serums'- an unwitting
.,tntr€s€ns that reveals all the irony inherent in language. But precisely
l','1'.1p56 it comes to him through an alienated form, even a retransmission
"l ltis own recorded discourse, be it from the mouth of his own doctor,
t.unlot have the same effects as psychoanalytic interlocution.

lr is therefore in the positiotr of u third term that the Freudian discovery
' ,l I ltc unconscious becomes clear as to its true grounding. This discovery
,r rv l)e simply formulated in the following rerms:

'l ' lrc unconscious is that part of the concrete discourse, in so far as it is
rr.rrtsittdividual, that is not at the disposal of the subject in re-establishing
tlr. continuity of his conscious discourse.
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This disposes of the paradox presented .by 
the concePt of the un-

conscious if it is related * u.r individual reality. For to reduce this con-

cepr to unconscious tendencies is to resolve the paradox only by ignoring

the experience ,ft.iJ"*s clearly that the unconscious Darticipates in the

functions of the idea, 
".td 

.'n"n of thought - as Freud plainly insisted

when, unable to avoid a conjunction of contrary terms in the term 'un-

conscious thought', he bestowed on it the saCramental invocation: sir

yenia yerbo.2'I;;"; case we obey him by throwing the blame, in effect'

on the uerbumrbut on that verbu* thut is realized in the discourse that

runs from mouth ro mouth - like the hidden object in hunt-the-slipper -

so as to confer on the act of the subiect who receives its message the sense

that makes of this act an act of his itirto,y, and which confers on him his

truth.
Hence the objection that is raised against.the notion of 

Yt1:i.1l?::
Jt.dil"" t" t"t-t ly u p"sy,hology inadeqla:t]I9:t:l*1

il trr%;; ;ii.pr., *h.', confront:u,ot thJ'very,oi:r111::,* :l:
;*ilf"d#;;;", t': f'.'i'this dom'ii 1'l:"! *::'1y:f 11:
5iffi;;;;;;;;;;;y. And the psychoanalyst's eppur si muovet hx

the same effect as Galileo;r; u., effect thit is not that of factual experi

but that of the experimentum mentis'

The uncorrr.iJ,r, is that chapter of my history that is marked by

blank or occupi.i ly a falsehood, it is the tensored chapter' But.the

can be ,ediscorr.r.l; rr,rully it has already been written down elsew

Namely:

- in monuments: this is my body. That is to say, the hysterical nucl

of the neurosis in which th. hytt.rical symPtom reveals the structure

u-f""g""ge, and is deciphered iike an inscription which, once recov

.rn olithout serious loss be destroyed;

- in archival documents: these are my childhood memories, just

impenetrable as are such documents when I do notkn:::l]tt^t P::
l l . l l  vulr !  Lr

I

- in semantic evolution: this corresPonds to the stock of words

,...ptutions of my own particular vocab,rlaty, as it does to my style

life and to my character;

- in traditions' too' urri .',t" in the legends which' in a heroicized fo

bearmyhistory;  r ,  r ,__^r^^r:
- und, lastly, in ,tt" traces that are inevitably preserved by tn: 

1tt::::4l lgr^sg!^t l_^_

necessitated by the linking of the adult.tuttd chlpler- to the chapte:

surrounding it, and whose Leaning will be re-established by 
-y 

exegesi
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'['he student who has the idea that reading Freud in order to under-
r.rnd Freud is preferable to reading Mr. Fenichel - an idea rare enough,

rr is tru€, for my teaching to have to go about recommending it - will
r,'.rlize, once he sets about it, that what I have just said has so little
, 'r'iqinality, even in its verve, that there appears in it not a single metaphor
rlrrrt Freud's works do not repeat with the frequency of a leitmoif in
rr lrich the very fabric of the work is revealed.

At every instant of his practice from then on, he will be more easily
.rl,lc to grasp the fact that these metaphors, like the negation whose
,|,'ubling undoes it, lose their metaphorical dimension, and he will
r.cognize that this is so because he is operating in the proper domain
,,1' the metaphor, which is simply the synonym for the symbolic dis-

l,lucement brought into play in the symptom.
After that it will be easier for him to form an opinion of the imaginary

,lrsplacement that motivates the works of Mr Fenichel, by measuring the
,lrli-erence in consistency and technical efficacy between reference to the
,,rpposedly organic stages of individual development and research into
rlrc particular events of a subject's history. The difference is precisely that
,r lrich separates authentic historical research from the so-called laws of
lristor/, of which it can be said that every age finds its own philosopher
r, , diffuse them according to the values then prevailing.

'I-his is not to say that there is nothing to be gained from the different
rrrt'anings uncovered in the general march of history along the path which

',rns from Bossuet (Jacques-B6nigne) to Toynbee (Arnold), and which
r , punctuated by the edifices of Auguste Comte and Karl Marx. Everyone
f.rrrws very well that they are worth as little for directing research into
rlrt' rec€flt past as they are for making any reasonable presumptions about
r lrt. everts of tomorrow. Besides, they are modest enough to postpone
rlrt'ir certainties until the day after tomorrow, and not too prudish either
r, r admit the retouching that permits predictions about what happened
r  t 's tcrda/.

lf, therefore, their role is somewhat too slender for scientific progress,
rlrt'ir interest lies elsewhere: in their very considerable role as ideals. It is
rlris which prompts me to make a distinction between what might be
,,rllcd the primary and the secondary functions of historization.

l"or to say of psychoanalysis or of history that, considered as sciences,
r lr.y rre both sciences of the particular, does not mean that the facts they
,1,'.rl with are purely accidental, or simply factitious, and that their ultimate
r,rltrc is rcducible to thc brute aspect of the trauma.
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Events are engendered in a primary histotization. In other words,
history is already producing itself on the stagewhere it will beplayed out,
once it has been written down, both within the subject and outside him.

At such and such a period, some riot or other in the Faubourg Saint-
Antoine is experienced by its actors as a victory or defeat of the Parlement
or the Court; at another, as a victory or defeat of the proletariat or the
bourgeoisie. And although it is 'the peoples' (as Cardinal de Retz would
have said) who always foot its bill, it is not at all the same historical event
- I mean that the two events do not leave the same sort of memory behind
in men's minds.

This is to say that, with the disappearance of the reality of the Parlement
and the Court, the first event will return to its traumatic value, admitting
a progressive and authentic effacement, unless its meaning is deliberately
revived. 

'Whereas 
the memory of the second event will remain very much

alive even under censorship - in the same way that the amnesia of re-
pression is one of the most lively forms of memory - as long as there are
men to place their revolt under the command of the struggle for the com-
ing to political power of the proletariat, that is to say, men for whom the
key-words of dialectical materialism will have a meaning.

At this point it would be too much to say that I was about to carry
these remarks over into the field of psychoanalysis, since they are there
already, and since the disentanglement that they bring about in psycho-
analysis between the technique of deciphering the unconscious and the
theory of instincts - to say nothing of the theory of drives - goes without
saying.

What we teach the subiect to recognize as his unconscious is his
history - that is to say, v/e help him to perfect the present historization
of the facts that have already determined a certain number of the historical
'turning-points' in his existence. But if they have played this role, it is
already as facts of history, that is to say, in so far as they have been
recognized in one particular sense or censored in a certain order.

Thus, every fixation at a so-called instinctual stage is above all a histori-
cal scar: a page of shame that is forgotten or undone, or a Page of glory
that compels. But what is forgotten is recalled in acts, and undoing what
has been done is opposed to what is said elsewhere, just as compulsion
perperuates in the symbol the very mirage in which the subiect found

himself trapped.
To put it briefly, the instinctual stages, when they are being lived, are

already organized in subjectivity. And to put it clearly, the subiectivity
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,,1' the child who registers as victories and defeats the heroic chronicle
,,1' the training of his sphincters, enjoying (jouissanr) the imaginary
',t'xualization of his cloacal orifices, turning his excremental expulsions
urto aggressions, his retentions into seductions, and his movements of
r,'lcase into symbols - this subjectivity is notfundamentally dffirent from
rlrc subiectivity of the psychoanalyst who, in order to understand them,
t r ics to reconstitute the forms of love that he calls pregenital.

In other words, the anal stage is no less purely historical when it is
,rt tually experienced than when it is reconstituted in thought, nor is it
h'ss purely grounded in intersubjectivity. On the other hand, seeing it as
,r rnere stage in some instinctual maturation leads even the best minds
'.r r aight off the track, to the point that there is seen in it the reproduction
rrr ontog€nesis of a stage of the animal phylum that is to be looked for
.unong threadworms, even iellyfish - a speculation which, ingenious as it

"r.ry be when penned by Balint, leads elsevrhere to the most nebulous
,l.rydreams, or even to the folly that goes looking in the protisturn for the
rrrrrrginary blueprint of breaking and entering the body, feat of which is
',rrpposed to control female sexuality. Why, then, not look for the image
, 'l'tlte ego in the shrimp, under the pretext that both acquire a nev/ cara-

1,:rce after shedding the oldl
In the years rgro-zq a certain Jaworski constructed a very fine system

rrr rvhich the 'biological plan''could be found right up to the confines of
r rrlture, and which actually provided the crustacea with a historical
t,unt€rp?rt at some period or other of the later Middle Ages, if I remem-
l,t'r rightly, in the form of a widespread flowering of armour - and,

',',lced, left no animal form without a human respondent, not excepting
rn, rlluscs and bedbugs.

Analogy is not metaphor, and the use that philosophers of nature have
rrr.rde of it calls for the genius of a Goethe, but even his example is not en-
( , )rrraging. Nothing is more repugnant to the spirit of our discipline, and
| | \vas by deliberately avoiding analogy that Freud opened up the right way
t, lh€ interpretation of dreams, and so to the notion of analytic symbolism.
\rralytic symbolism, I insist, is strictly opposed to analogical thinking,
rr lrose dubious tradition results in the fact that some people, even in our
,,r'"'rl ranks, still consider it to be part and parcel of our method.

'l'his is why excessive excursions into the ridiculous must be used for
rlrt' ircye-opening value, since, by opening our eyes to the absurdity of a
tlrt'ory, they will bring our attention to bear on dangers that have nothing
t lrcoretical about them.
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This mythology of instinctual maturation, built out of selections from
the works of Freud, actually engenders spiritual problems whose vapour,
condensing into nebulous ideals, returns to inundate the original myth
with its showers. The best writers set their wits to postulating formulae
that will satisfy the demands of the mysterious'genital love'2t (there are
some notions whose strangeness adapts itself better to the parenthesis
of a borrowed term, and they initial their attempt with the avowal of a
non liguet). However, nobody appears to be disturbed by the malaise that
resultsl and it can be seen rather as matter fit to encourage all the Miinch-
hausens of psychoanalytic normalization to pull themselves up by the
hair in the hope of attaining the paradise of the full realization of the
genital object, indeed of the object, period.

If we, as psychoanalysts ) are well placed to appreciate the power of
words, this is no reason to display it in the interests of the insoluble, nor
for'binding heavy burdens and grievous to be borne, and laying them on
men's shoulders', as Christ's malediction is expressed to the Pharisees in
the text of St Matthew.

In this v/ay the poverty of the terms in which qie try to enclose a sub-

iective problem rnay leave a great deal to be desired for particularly
exacting spirits, should they ever compare these terms to those that
structured in their very confusion the ancient quarrels centred around
Nature and Grace.2a Thus this poverty may well leave them apprehensive
concerning the quality of the psychological and sociological results that
one may expect from their use. And it is to be hoped that a better appreci-
action of the functions of the logos will dissipate the mysteries of our
phantastic charismata.

To confine ourselves to a more lucid tradition, perhaps we shall
understand the celebrated maxim in which La Rochefoucauld tells us
that'il y a des gens gui n'auraient jamais dtd amoureux) s'i/s n'avaient
iamais entendu parler de l'amour' ,2s not in the Romantic sense of an entirely
imaginary'rcalization' of love, which would make of this remark a bitter
objection on his part, but as an authentic recognition of what love oweg
to the symbol and of what speech entails of love.

In any case) one has only to go back to the works of Freud to realize
to what a secondary and hypothetical place he relegates the theory of
instincts. The theory cannot in his eyes stand for a single instant aqainst
the least important particular fact of a history, he insists, and the genital
narcissism he invokes when summing up the case of the Wolf N'lan sirorvs
us well enough the disdain in which he holds the constitutecl ordcr of tlte
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,'l'irlinal stages. Furthermore, he evokes the instinctual conflict in his
,,"rnring up only to move away from it immediately and to recognize

,,r rlrc symbolic isolation of the'f am not castrated', in which the subject

' ,t'rtS himself, the compulsive form in which his heterosexual choice
, nurins riveted, in opposition to the effect of homosexualizing capture
rrrrlcrgofle by the ego when brought back to the imaginary matrix of
rrr'1;riffi?l scene. This is in truth the subjective conflict, in which it is
,'lv a question of the vicissitudes of subjectivity, in so far as the'I'wins

, , ,, I krses against the 'ego' at the whim of religious catechizing or of the
,r,1, rctrin?ting Aufkkirung - a conflict whose effects Freud made the sub-
, r lrring to realization through his help before explaining them to us in

'' rlialectic of the Oedipus complex.
lr is in the analysis of such a case that one sees clearly that the realiza-

,rr of perfect love is a fruit not of nature but of grace - that is to say,
' , lruit of an intersubjective agreement imposing its harmony on the
t'r irled nature that supports it.

'liut what, then, is this subject that you keep dinning into our earsl'
rrrc impatient listener finally protests. 'Haven't we already learned the

l, ,,rrr from Monsieur de la Palice26 that everything experienced by the
, ' ' ,  l iv idual is subjectivel '

\aive lips, whose praise will occupy my final days, open yourselves

' rirr to hear me. No need to close your eyes. The subject goes well
r,, 'r,rnd what is experienced 'subjectively' by the individual, exactly as
I r ,rS the ruth he is able to attain, and which perhaps will fall from those
,1 , 1'ou have already closed again. Yes, this truth of his history is not all

, ,,,rrrined in his script,and yet the place is marked there bythe painful
i',,t'lis he feels from knowing only his own lines, and not simply there,
,',r ;rlso in pages whose disorder gives him little comfort.

l ' lrat the unconscious of the subject is the discourse of the other appears
, ,r'r) nlore clearly than anywhere else in the studies that Freud devoted
' , \\'lrat he called telepathy, as manifested in the context of an analytic
,.1','ricnce. This is the coincidence of the subject's remarks with facts
,lr, 1111 which he cannot have information, but which are sdll at work in
'ir,' t'onrl€xions of another experience in which the same psychoanalyst
, rlrt' interlocutor - a coincidence moreover constituted most often by an

'rirt' ly vcrbal, even homonymic, convergence, or which, if it involves

'r ,r('r, is concerned with an'acting oud27 by one of the analyst's other

I ,r r('r)ts or by a child of the person being analysed who is also in analysis.
lr r , :r c'lrsc of rcson:lncc in tlrc communicating netv/orks of discourse, an
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exhaustive study of which would throw light on similar facts presented

by everyday life.- 
The omnipresence of human discourse will perhaPs one day be em-

braced under the open sky of an omnicommunication of its text. This is

not to say that human discourse will be any more harmonious than now.

But this is the field that our experience polarizes in a relation that is only

apparently two-way, for any positing of its structure in merely dual terms

iJ is inadequate to it in theory as it is ruinous for its technique.

IH{

II Symbol and language as structure and limit
of the psychoanalytic feld

Tilu iipxilv 6 tt xd,r, Aald 6ptw

(Gospel according to St John, vItr,  z;)

'Do crossword puzzles.'
(Advice to a young psychoanalYst)

To take up the thread of my argument again, let me rePeat that it is

by u reduciion of the history of the particular subject that psychoanalysis

touches on relational Gestalten, which analysis then extrapolates into a

regular process of development. But I also repeat that neither genetic

psychology nor differential psychology, on both of which analysis may

itrto* liglit, is within its compass, because both require experimental

and observational conditions that are related to those of analysis only by

homonymy.
To go .*r.r further: what stands out from common experien-ce (which

is confused with sense experience only by the professional of ideas) ao

crude psycholo gy - namely, the wonder that wells up during some

momentary suspension of daily care at whatever it is that pair-s off human

beings in adisparity that goes beyond that of the grotesques of a Leonardo

or of a Goya, or the surprise that the thickness proper to a Person's skin

opposes to rhe caress of a hand still animated by the thrill of discovery

wiihout yer being blunted by desire - all this, it may well be said, is done

away with in an experience that is averse to such caprices and resistant to

such mysteries.
A psychoanalysis normally proceeds to its termination without r€v€?l'

ing to,rs rr.ry much of what our patient derives in his own right from his

paiticular sensitivity to events or colours, from his rcadiness to grasP
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rlrings or to accede to his weaknesses of the flesh, from his ability to
rr't:rin or to invent, and even from the vivacity of his tastes.

'fhis paradox is only an apparent one and is not due to any personal
,1,'{iciency,and if it is possible to base it on the negative conditionsof our

''\l)crience, it simply presses us a little harder to examine that experience
t,rr wh?t there is in it that is positive.

Iior this paradox does not become resolved in the efforts of certain

1rt'rple - like the philosophers mocked by Plato for being so driven by
rlrt'ir appetite for reality that they went about embracing trees2s - who
1,,) So far as to take every episode in which this fleeting reality appears
t,rr the lived reaction of which they show themselves so fond. For these
.rrt'the very people who, making their objective what lies beyond lan-
r,,rage, react to our rule of 'Don't touch' by u sort of obsession. Keep
1',rirrg in that direction, and I dare say the last word in the mansference
rr',rctiorl will be a reciprocal sniffing. I am not exaggerating: nowadays
I voung analyst-in-training, after two or three years of fruitless analysis,
r ,ur ectunlly hail the long-awaited arrival of the object relation in such
,r srrifiing of his subject, and can reap as a result of it the dignus est intrare2e
,,l our approval, the guarantee of his abilities.

lf psychoanalysis can become a science (for it is not yet one) and if it
r, not to degenerate in its technique (and perhaps that has already
lr.rlrpened), we must rediscover the sense of its experience.

'l'o this end, we can do no better than to return to the work of Freud.
l'r,r' ?o analyst to point out that he is a practitioner of the technique does
rr,I fliys him sufficient authority, from the fact that he does not understand
I r.'ud III, to challenge the latter in the name of a Freud II whom he
rlrinks he understands. And his very ignorance of Freud I is no excuse
f , rr coosidering the five great psychoanalyses as a series of case studies
r, badly chosen as they are badly expressed, however marvellous he
rlrirrks it that the grain of truth hidden within them ever managed to
, " , t ' : tDe .3O

'f ;ake 
up the vrork of Freud again at the Traumdeutung to remind your-

.'lf that the dream has the structure of a sentence or, rather, to stick to
rlr. lctter of the work, of a rebus; that is to say, it has the structure of a
r,rrrn of writinE, of which the child's dream represents the primordial
r,lc,qraph1'. and which, in the adult, reproduces the simultaneously

1'lr,nctic and symbolic use of signifying elements, which can also be
t,rrur(l both in the hieroglyphs of ancient Egypt and in the characters stil l
, r ' , t ' t l  in Clr ina.
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But even this is no more than the deciphering of the instrument. The

important parr begins with the translation of the text, the important Part
that Freud tells ,ri it given in the elaboration of the dream - that is to

say, in its rhetoric. Ellipsis and pleonasm, hyperbaton or syllepsis, re-

gt.rsiotr, repetition, apposition - these are the syntactical displacements;

ir.taphot, catachresis, autonomasis, allegory, metonymyr and synec-

dochl - these are rhe semantic condensations in which Freud teaches us

to read the intentions - ostentatious or demonstrative, dissimulating or

persuasive, retaliatory or seductive - out of which the subject modulates

his oneiric discourse.
We know that he laid it down as a rule that the expression of a desire

musr always be sought in the dream. But let us be sure what he meant by

this. If Freud admiti, as rhe motive of a dream aPparently contrary to his

thesis, the very desire to contradict him on the part of the subject whom

he had 6ied to convince of his theoryr3l how could he fail to admit the

same motive for himself from the moment that, having arrived at this

point, it was from another that his own law came back to himi
^ 

In short, nowhere does it appear more clearly that man's desire finds

its meaning in the desire of the other, not so much because the other

holds the key to the object desired, as because the first object of desire is to

be recognized by the other.
Indeel, we ill ktto* from experience that from the moment the

analysis becomes engaged in the path of transference - and for us.it is the
index that this has taken place - each of the patient's dreams is to be

interpreted as a provocation, a masked avowal, or a diversion, by its rela-

tion io the analytic discourse, and that in proportion to the progress of

the analysis, his dreams become more and more reduced to the function

of elements in the dialogue being realized in the analysis.

In the case of the psychopathology of everyday lifer32 another field

to which Freud turned his attention, it is clear that every unsuccessful

act is a successful, not to say 'well turned', discourse, and that in the

lapsus it is the gag thar hinges on speech, and exactly in the right quarter

for its word to be sufficient to the wise.

But let us go straight to the part where the book deals with chance and

the beliefs it-giver iit. to, and especially to the facts in which Freud

applies himself to showing the subjective efficacy of number associations

t.ft to the fate of a random choice, or to the luck of the draw. Nowhere

do the dominanr structures of the psychoanalytic field reveal themselves

better than in such a success, and the appeal made in passing to unknown
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rrrtcllectual mechanisms is no more in this case than his distressed excuse
l,rr th€ total confidence he placed in the symbols, a confidence that
\\ .rvers as the result of being justified beyond all limits.

lf for a symptom, whether neurotic or not, to be admitted in psycho-
.rrralytic psychopathology, Freud insists on the minimum of over-
rlt'lcrmination constituted by a double meaning (symbol of a conflict long
,lt'rrd over and above its function in a no less sym\olic present conflict),
.rrr<l if he has taught us to follow the ascending ramification of the sym-
1,, ,lic lineage in the text of the patient's free associations, in order to map
rr ouf at the points where its verbal forms intersect with the nodal points
,,1' its structure, then it is already quite clear that the symptom resolves

'r',,rlf entirely in an analysis of language, because the symptom is itself
,.rnrctured like a language, because it is from language that speech must
l , , ,clel ivered.

'['o those who have not studied the nature of language in any depth,
t I rt' cxperience of number association will show immediately what must be
lir.rsped here, namely, the combinatory pov/er that orders its ambi-
;irrities, and they will recognize in this the very mainspring of the un-
(  

'  
)nSCiOUS.

Indeed, if from the numbers obtained by breaking up the series of
,lrgits in the chosen number, from their combination by all the operations
,,1 urithmetic, even from the repeated division of the original number
l,v t)n€ of the numbers split offfrom it, if the resulting numbers33 prove
.rnrong all the numbers in the actual history of the subject, to possess a
'.r'rnbolizing function, it is because they were already latent in the choice
Ir,rI1 which they began. And if the idea that it was the figures themselves
rlr.rt determined the destiny of the subject is then refuted as superstitious,
ru t' ar€ forced to admit that it is in the order of existence of their combina-
rrrrnSr that is to say, in the concrete language that they represent that
,'r t'rything that analysis reveals to the subject as his unconscious resides.

We shall see that philologists and ethnographers reveal enough to us
.rlrrut the combinatory certainty that is established in the completely un-
. ,,rrscious systems with which they deal for them to find nothing sur-

l,rising in the proposition advanced here.
Ilut if anyone should still be in doubt about the validity of what I am

..r1,ing, I would appeal once more to the testimony of the man who since
lr,' rliscovered the unconscious, is not entirely without credentials to
,lr'..ignate its place; he will not fail us.

l".rr, howcver littlc interest ltas been taken in it - and with good reason
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- Jokes and their relation to the Unconscious3a remains the most un-
challengeable of his works because it is the most transparent, a work in
which the effect of the unconscious is demonstrated to us to its most
subtle confines; and the face it reveals to us is that of the spirit in the
ambiguity conferred on it by language, where the other side of its re-
galian power is the witticism or 'conceit' ('pointr'), by which the whole
of its order is annihilated in an instant - the 'conceit', in fact, where its
domination over the real is expressed in the challenge of non-sense, where
humour, in the malicious grace of the 'mind free from care' (esprit libie),
symbolizes a truth that has not said its last word.

We must accompany Freud along the admirably compelling detours of
this book on his walk through this chosen garden of bitterest love.

Here all is substance, all is pearl. The spirit that lives as an exile in the
creation whose invisible support it is, knows that it is at every instant the
master capable of annihilating it. Not even the most despised of all the
forms of this hidden royalty - haughty or perfidious, dandylike or easy-
going - but Freud can make their secret lustre gleam. Stories of that
derided Eros figure, like him born of penury and pain: the marriage
broker on his rounds of the ghettos of Moravia, discreetly guiding
the avidity of the apprentices, and suddenly discomfiting his client
with the illuminating non-sense of his reply. 'He who lets the truth
escape like thatr' comments Freud, 'is in reality huppy to throw off the
mask.'35 .,

It is truth in fact that throws offthe mask in his words, but only so that
the spirit might take on another and more deceiving one: the sophistry
that is merely a stratagem, the logic that is merely a lure, even the comic
that tends merely to dazzle. The spirit (esprit) is always elsewhere.
'Wit fespritl in fact entails such a subjective conditionality . . .: wit is
only what I accept as suchr'36 continues Freud, who knows what he is
talking about.37

Nowhere is the intention of the individual more evidently surpassed
by what the subiect finds - nowhere does the distinction that I make
between the individual and the subiect make itself better understood -
since not only must there have been something foreign to me in what I
found for me to take pleasure in it, but it must also remain this way for
this find to hit its mark. This takes its place from the necessity, so clearly
marked by Freud, of the third listener, always presupposed, and from the
fact that the witticism does not lose its power in its transmission into in-
direct speech. In short, pointing the amboceptor - illuminatcd by the
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Jryrotechnics of the word exploding with supreme alacrity - towards rhe
l,,qus of the Other.

There is only one reason for wit to fall flat: the platitude of the truth
rlrat is explained.

Now this concerns our problem directly. The presenr disdain for re-
',,'arch into the language of symbols - whlch can L. ,..n by u glance at
rlre summaries.gf 

:y.. publications before and after the r 9ro, - corres-
P,rnds in our discipline to nothing less than a change ofobject, whose
rcndency to align itself at the most commonplace lelel of .o-.unica-
tirn, in order to accommodate the new objectives proposed for the
Psychoanalytic technique, i1 p:*aps responsiile fo. tire iuth., gloomy
lr'llance sheet that the most lucid writers-have drawn up of its results..!

I{ow, indeed, could speech exhaust the meaning of speech, or, ro put
it better' with the Oxford logical po_sitivists, the *eanitrg of meaning -
t'xcept in the ac1 th-at engenders itl Thus Goethe's reversalof its presence
.rr the origin of things, 'r. the beginning was the acr,, is itself reversed
irr its turn: it was certainly the'Word (virbe) that was in the beginning,
'rrtcl we live in its creation, but it is the action of our spirit that continues
tlris creatiol by.:onstantly renewing it. And we can only turn back on
tlr;rt action by allowing ourselves to b. driven ever further ahead by it.

I shall try it myself only in the knowledge that tltat is its way . . .

N, oo€ is supposed to be ignorant of the law; this somewhat humorous
lrrrmulzl taken direct from our Code of Jrtiic. nevertheless expresses
rlrt' truth in which our experience is grounjed, and which our experience
( I )r16rms. No man is actually ignorani of it, since the law of man has been
tlrt'law of language since the first words of ,."ogrrition presided over the
tirst gifts - although it took the detestable Dinaoi *ho.u-e and fled
,r,'t'r th€ sea for men to learn to fear deceiving words accompanying
t,r.itlrless gifts. until that time, fo1 the pacific Argonauts3e - rrrriiilg ttI
r"lt'ts of the community with the bonds of a symbolic commerce - these
1',tlts, their act and their objects, their erection into signs, and even their
f ,rlrrication, were so much a pafi of speech that they;.; designated by
r l ' ;  r ) i l IT l€.4o

ls it with these gifts or with the passwords that give them their salutary
.( )n-sense that language, with the law, beginsl Foi these gifts are already
'r'rrrbrls, in the sense that symbol meanr pu.t and that th".y are first ani
l"r 1'11'1.,*, signifiers of the pact that ,!.y constitute as signifiei, as is plainly
",'t 'rr in thc fact that thc objects of iymbolic excha.,!. * pot, 

-id. 
tL
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remain empty, shields too heavy to be carried, sheaves of wheat that

wither, lun."i stuck into the ground - all are destined to be useless, if not

simply superfluous by their very abundance'

tr nir neutralization of the signifier the whole of the nature of languagel

On this assessment) one could see the beginning of it among sea swallows,

for instance, during the mating parade, materialized in the fish they pass

berween each othei from beak to beak. And if the ethologists are right

in seeing in this the instrument of an activation of the grouP that might

be caileI the equivalent of a festival, they would be completely iustified
in recognizingit as a sYmbol.

It can be seen that I io no, shrink from seeking the origins of symbolic

behaviour outside the human sphere. But this is certainly not to be done

by way of an elaboration of the sign. It is on this path that Mr Jules H.

Murr.rrnannral after so many others, has set off, and I shall stop here

for an instant, not only becauie of the knowing tone with which he makes

his approu.h, bt t ulro be.ause of the welcome that his work has found

u*o"g the eiitors of our official journal. Followin8 1 tradition borrowed

from f-ployrnent agencies, they never neglect anything that might Pro-
vide our discipline with 'good references"

Think of ii - here we have a man who has reproduced neurosis

ex-pe-ri-men-ta1-ly in a dog tied down to a table, and by whal ingenious

,n.ihodrr a bell, ihe plut. of meat that it announces, and the plate of

potatoes thut ariirre, itrt.ud; you can imagine the rest' He will certainly

,rot b. one, at least so he urirrr", us) to let himself be taken in by the

'ample ,urrrinations', as he puts it, that philosophers have devoted to the

proil.* of language. Not him, he's going to grab i_t from your throat.
^ 

W'. are told ifiui a raccoon can be taught by u iudicious conditioning

of his reflexes to go to his feeding trough when he is presented with a

card on which hiJmenu is listed. W'e are not told whether it shows the

various prices, but the convincing detail is added that if the service dis-

appoints^ him, he comes back and tears up the card that promised too

*".h, just as an irritated woman might do with the letters of an un'

faithful lover (sic).
This is one oi" the supporting arches of the bridge over which the

author carries the road thit leads from the signal to the symbol. It is a

two-v/ay road, and the return iourney to- the symbol to the signal is

illustratld by no less imposing works of art'

For if yol 
"rrociate 

ih. piol"ction of a bright light 
-into 

the eyes of

a human subiect with the ringing of a bell, and then the ringing alone
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r, the command 'Contract'ra2 you will succeed in getting the subiect
r, mak€ his pupils contract just by giving the order himself, then by
rrruttering it, and eventually just by thinking it - in other words you will
, rlrtaifl a reaction of the nervous system that is called autonomous because
rt is usually inaccessible to intentional effects. Thus, if we are to believe
rlris writer, Mr Hudgins 'has created in a group of subjects a highly
rrrclividualized configuration of related and visceral reactions from the
"iclea-symbo1"a3, "Contract", a response that could be referred back
rlrrough their individual experiences to an apparently distant source, bur
rrr reality basically physiological - in this example, simply the protection
,,1'the retina against an excessively bright light'. And the author concludes:
'I'lre significance of such experiments for psychosomatic and linguistic
rt'sc?rch does not even need further elaboration.'

For my part, I would have been curious to learn whether subjects
tr.rirted in this way also react to the enunciation of the same syllables in
rlrt' expressions: 'marriage contract', 'contract bridge', 'breach of con-
rr'.rct'r44 or even to the word 'contract' progressively reduced to the
,rrr iculat ion of i ts f i rst syl lable: contract, contrac, contra, contr.. .  The
t rlttrol experiment required by strict scientific method would then be
,,llcred all by itself as the French reader murmured this syllable between
lrrs teeth, even though he would have been subiected to no conditioning
,,rlrcr than that of the bright light projeced on the problem by Mr Jules
I l. \fassermann. I would then ask this author whether the effects observed
rrr tltis way among conditioned subiects stil l appeared to dispose so easily
,,1 lurther elaboration. For either the effects would no longer be pro-
,lrrccd, thus revealing that they do not depend even conditionally on the
,r'nulflt€Ine, or they would continue to be produced, posing the question
, ' t  i rs l imits.

ln other words, they would cause the distinction of signifier and
,rrirrified, so blithely confused by the author in the English rerm 'idea-
',r'rrrbol', to appear in the very insrrument of the word. And without
,,'t 'rl ing to examine the reactions of subjects conditioned by the command
'l )ott't contract', or even by the entire conjugation of the verb 'to con-
t r.rt'r', I could draw the author's attention to the fact that what defines any
, lt'rncilt whatever of a language (langue) as belonging to language, is
r ir,tt, firr all tl ie users of this language (langue)rthis element is distinguished

' , 
. 'rtclt in tlrc ensemble supposedly constituted of homologous eiemenrs.
'l ' ltc: rcsult is tlrat tltc particular effects of this element of language are

1,,,111111 up wit lr  t l rc cxistcnce of this ensemble, anterior to any possible
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Iink-with any particular experience of the subject. And to consider this
last link independently of any reference to the first is simply to deny in
this element the function proper to language.

This reminder-of first principles might perhaps have saved our author,
in his unequalled naivet6, from- discovering tiie textual correspondence
of the grammatical categories of his childhood in the relations of reality.

This monument of naivet6, in any case of a kind common 
"rrorgh 

in
these matters, would not be worth so much attenrion if it were ,,o1 the
achievement of a psychoanalyst, or rather of someone who, as chanbe
will lave it, represenrs everything produced by u certain tendency in
psychoanalysis - in the name of the theory of the ego or of the t".hnique

9f th9 analysis of defences - everything, that is, most conrrary ,o ih.
Freudian experienc... I1 this way the coherence of a sound conception of
language 

1long with the maintenance of this conception is reve aled. a
contrario. For Freud's discovery was that of the field of the effects in the
nature of man of his relations to the symbolic order and the tracing of

thejr meaning right back to the most iadical agencies of symbolizition
in being. To_ ignore this symbolic order is to condemn the discovery ro
oblivion, and the experience to ruin.

And I affirm - an affirmation that cannot be divorced from the serious
intent.of my Present remarks - that it would seem to me preferable to
have the raccoon I mentioned sitting in the armchair where, according to
to our author, Freud's timidity confined the analyst by putting Lim
behind the couch, rather than a'scientist'who disco,rrr., or, l.ngrrr[e,nd
speech as he does.

For the raccoon, at least, thanks to Jacques prdvert (,une pierre, deux
maisons, trois ruines, quatre fossoyeurs, ui jardin, des fleuri, u2 rcttol-
laueur')ras has entered the poetic bestiary on.. and for all and partici-
pates as such, in its essence, in the high function of the symbol. But that
being resembling us who professes, as he has done, a sysrem atic mdcon-
naissance of that function, banishes himself from everything that can be
called into existe-nce by it. This being so, the question of th"e place to be
assigned to our friend in the classification of truiure would r... ro me to
be 

-simply, 
that of an irrelevant humanism, if his discourse, crossed

with a technique of speech of which we are the custodians, *.r. not in
fact too fruitful, even in engendering sterile monstrosities within it. Let
it be known therefore, since he also prides himself on braving the re-
proach of anthropomorphism, that it is this last term that I woulJ employ
in saying that he makes his own being the measure of all things.
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l-et us return to our symbolic object, which is itself extremely con-r"renr in its mafter, even if it has rort tit. weight of its ur., ru, whose

"'rlronderable meaning wiil produce displu..-*t, of some weight. Is itrlrcre, then, that the liw andranguage ui. to be foundi perhaps nor yer.lior even if there appeared u-o"[ the sea ,*rrto*J *r". l.id of the
' "lony who, by gulping do*n the slmbolic fish before,rr. grpirg beaks
"f tlie orhers, were to inaugurute thui exploitation of ,*uilo#by swalow

'r phanrasy I once took preasure in deveiopinq - this would not be in any
"'',ry sufficient to reproduce among them ,[u, iululo", hirrory, ,rr. image
"l our oyr, whose winged epic"kepr us captive on Anatole France,sl','rtguin rshnd; and there *orid still be ro.n"'rhing elsen..l;; to creare.r' I rirund inized' universe.

'l-his something completes the symbol, thus making language of it. In
"r<lcr for the symbolic obiect fr..i from itr rrug. to become the wordlrt't'd from the hic et nltnc) ih. diff.rence ,eside, not in its material quality'r" sound, but in its evanescent being in wrrich ,t. ,y*loi finds the
l'('r' lnanence of the concept.

'fhrough 
the word - already a presence made of absence - absence,r'.t'lf gives itself a name in that moment of origin qrhose p.rp.tu.l ,._( r('ittion Freud's genius detected in the play of the child. And?;'rl;,

r''rir of sounds modulated. on presence inct- absencea6 - a coupling that
"l'',11u.ttng 

in the sand of the single and the brokertiin" orln*Jlanti,- k*o
"t Lhrna would also serve to constitute - there is born the worrd ofrrrt';ttrill$ of a particular language in which the world of thingswill comer, '  l rc arranged.

'l'lrrough 
that which becomes embodied onry by being the *ace of''| rorhingness and whose sulporr cannor th.r.uft.r 6. i*;;r.a, ,r,. con_r r'f )t, saving the duration of what passes by, engenders ,rr'. ,rri"g.l.''r it is still nor enough to say that ,h. .onl.pt is the thing itser{ as,',v child can demol:rrale against the peda"r. ii'ir;;^;;;ij."r wordsrir'rr credres the *::li of things - the ihirrg, originarly confused in thei:i' ct nunc of the all.in the process of comiig-ir,rI-ming _ rf gi"ing its

"cfct€ being to their essence, and its ub"iquity ,o ih., hJ, ,t*ry,1,, ' r 'n:47 Xrqpa EC dei.

. 
\la' speaks, tlten, but it is because the symbol has made him man.I r.' if in fa* overabundant-gifts wercom. ih" srranger who has intro_

'lr*t'rl lrimself to the group, ttre ure of the natural gr;"fr ruur.orrrtituterJi' t ',rtrntunity is subject.d to the rules of matrimo.rial uiliur,.. governingrlr. t 'xcha'gc.f women, and to the exchange of girir;;;;;;ffi bv the
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marriage: as the Sironga proverb says, a relative by marriage is an ele-
phant's thigh.as The marriage tie is governed by an order of preference
whose law concerning the kinship names is, like language, imperative for
the group in its forms, but unconscious in its structure. In this structure,
whose harmony or conflicts govern the restricted or generalized exchange
discerned in it by the social anthropologist, the startled theoretician findr
the whole of the logic of combinations: thus the laws of number - that
is to say, the laws of the most refined of all symbols - prove to be imma-
nent in the original symbolism. At least, it is the richness of the forms in
which are developed what are known as the elementary structures of
kinship that makes it possible to read those laws in the original symbol-
ism. And this would suggest that it is perhaps only our unconsciousnesi
of their permanence that allows us to believe in the freedom of choice in
the so-called complex structures of marriage ties under whose lawwe live.
If statistics have already allowed us to glimpse that this freedom is not
exercised in a random manner, it is because a subjective logic orients this
freedom in its effects.

This is precisely where the Oedipus complex - in so far as we continue
to recognize it as covering the whole field of our experience with itg
signification - may be said, in this connexion, to mark the limits that our
discipline assigns to subjectivity: namely, what the subject can know
his unconscious participation in the movement of the complex structure!
of marriage ties, by verifying the symbolic effects in his indivi{ual
existence of the tangential movement towards incest that has manifested
itself ever since the coming of a universal community.

The primordial Law is therefore that which in regulating marriage
ties superimposes the kingdom of culture on that of a nature abandoned
to the law of mating. The prohibition of incest is merely its subjective
pivot, revealed by the modern tendency to reduce to the mother and the
sister the objects forbidden to the subject's choice, although full licence
outside of these is not yet entirely open.

This law, then, is revealed clearly enough as identical with an order of
language. For without kinship nominations, no power is capable of
instituting the order of preferences and taboos that bind and weave the
yarn of lineage through succeeding generations. And it is indeed the con-
fusion of generations which, in the Bible as in all traditional laws, is
accused as being the abomination of the Word (verbe) and the desolation
of the sinner.

We know in fact what ravages a falsified filiation can proclucc, going
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, , lar as the dissociation of the subject's personality, when the constraint
, 'f lris entourage is used to sustain the lie. They may be no less when, as a
r.sult of a man having married the mother of the woman of whom he has
ir.rrl a son, the son will have for a brother a child who is his mother's
l,rother. But if he is later adopted - and the case is not invented - by the
'.vrnpathetic couple formed by a daughter of his father's previous marriage
.rrrrl her husband, he will find himself once again the half-brother of his
l,st€r mother, and one can imagine the complex feelings with which he

'i ill await the birth of a child who will be in this recurring situation his
I'rother and his nephew at the same time.

As a matter of fact the mere 'time-lag' (ddcalage) produced in the order
,,1' generations by u late-born child of a second marriage, in which the
l oung mother finds herself the contemporary of an older brother, can

l,r,rcluce similar effects, as'we know was the case of Freud himself.
't'his same function of symbolic identification through which primitive

',r;rrt believes he reincarnates an ancestor with the same name - and which
r'\ ('n determines an alternating recurrence of characters in modern man -
rlrcrefore introduces in subjects exposed to these discordances in the
l,rtlrer relation a dissociation of the Oedipus relation in which the constant
',,Lrfce of its pathogenic effects must be seen. Even when in fact it is
r('l)resented by a single person, the paternal function concentrates in
rtsclf both imaginary and real relations, always more or less inadequate
r, th€ symbolic relation that essentially constitutes it.

It is in the name of thefatlter that 'we must recognize the support of the
1'mbolic function which, from the dawn of history, has identified his

pt'rsoo with the figure of the law. This conception enables us to distin-
r',trish clearly, in the analysis of a case, the unconscious effects of this
Itrnction from the narcissistic relations, or even from the real relations
rlrat the subject sustains with the image and the action of the person who
.rrrbodies it; and there results from this a mode of comprehension that
rr ill tend to have repercussions on the very way in which the interven-
trr)ns of the analyst are conducted. Practice has confirmed its fecundity
l, rr rner as well as for the students whom I have introduced to this method.
\ nd, both in supervising analyses and in commenting on cases being
r lt'nroostrated, I have often had the opportunity of emphasizing the harm-
Irrl confusion produced by ignoring it.

'l'hus it is the virtue of the'Word that perpetuates the movement of the
( , rcat Debt whose economy Rabelais, in a famous metaphor, extended
t, thc stars tltemselves. And we shall not be surprised that the chapter in

',1
\
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which, with the macaronic inversion of kinship names, he presenrs us
with an anticipation of the discoveries of the anthropologists, should
reveal in him the substantific divination of the human *yrr."ty that I am
trylng to elucidare here.ae

Identified with the sacred hau or with the omnipresent mand, the in-
violable Debt it !1,. guarantee that the voyage on orhi.h wives and goods
are embarked will bring back to their point of d.purture in u rr.u.r-6i[ng
lYcle other women and other goods, all carryingan identical entity: *h.i
L6vi-Strauss calls a 'zero-symbol' (symbote iiro)-rthus reducing the power
of Speech to the form of an algebriic sign.;o

Symbols in fact envelop the life of min in a network so total that they
join together, before he comes into the world, those who are going to
engender him 'by flesh and blood';sl so total that they bring,o i'i, bilth,
a]ong *ilh the gifts of the stars, if not with the gifis of tf,. fairies, the
thape of his destiny; so total that they give the *oid, tfuat will make him
faithful or renegade, the law of the acti that will follow him right to the
y.ry place where he zs not yer and even beyond his death; ,ni so total
thatthrough them his end finds its meaning itr the last iudgement, where
theW'ord absolves his being orcondemns it-unless he aitairithe subjective
bringing to rcalization of being-for-death.

Servitude and grandeur in which the living being would be annihi-
lated, if desire did not Preserve its part in the iruerferJnces and pulsations
that the cycles of language cause to converge on him, when the confqsion
of tongues takes a hand and when the ord.r, contradict one another in
the tearing apart of the universal work.

But for this desire itself to be satisfied in man requires that it be recog-
nized, through the_agreemenr of speech or through,the struggle fo, pr.!-
tig_e, in the symbol or in the imaginary.'What 

is at stake in an analysis is the advent in the subject of that little
reality that this desire sustains in him with respecr to the symbolic co'-
flicts and _imaginary fixations as the means of their ugr..-.rrt, and our
path is the intersubjective experience where this desire makes itself
recognized.

. From this point on it will be seen that the problem is that of the rela-
.io1: between speech and language in the subject.

Three paradoxes in these relations present themselves in our domain.
In madness, of whatever nature, we must recognize on the one hand the

negative freedom of speech that has give" .[ trying to make itself
recognized, or what we call an obstacle to transference, ind, on the other
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lr rrtd, we must recognize the singular formation of a delusion which -t,rlrulous, fantastic, or cosmologicil; interpretative, demanding, or idealist

"bjectifies the subject in a language without dialectic.s2'l-he absence of speech is manifeJted here by the stereorypes of a dis-r ..fge in which.the subject, one might say, is spoken rather r"tn ,p"uking:ir.r. we. rec-ognize the symbols of ih" ,n*trr"iou, in petrified forms thatrrrrrl their place in a natural history of these symbols beside the embalmedI'r'rtlS in which myths are presenied in our rtory-books. But it is an errorr'( ' say that the subject urr.r-., these symbols: the resistance to theirr.t',gnition is no less strong in psychosis than in the neuroses when therrlrjcc is led into it by an .1t.-p, at rreatment.
l-et it o" 

":11t-1 
pi,:rt"g thit it wourd be worthwhile mapping the

1'l'rccs in social sPace that our culture has assigned to these subjects,
' '1'ccially as regards their assignment to the solial services relating tolrrquage, for it is not unriker! that there is at work here one of theI'rt'torS that consiga such subiects to the effects of the breakdown producedl'v the symbolic discordances that characterize the .o-pr.* ,'t*.trr., of,  rvi l izat ion.

'l'he second case is represented by the privireged domain of psycho-
'rrr.rlyric discovery: that-is, 

_sl-mpromr, inhibitiJn, anci anxiety in the, , r1151i1ssnt economy of the different neuroses.

.l 
lere speech is driven out of the concrete discourse that orders the

"rrlricct's consciousness, but it finds its support either in the natural func-rr )rIS of the subiect, in so far as an_organic stimulus sets offthat openingl"itnce) of his individual being to his"essence, *rri.tr makes of the illnessrlr,' introduction of the living being to the."irr.n.. of the subiectr3 _ orrrr tlte images that organize aithe fiLit of the [Jmweltand of th e rnnenweltt I r,,i r relational structuring.
'l'lre symPtom is here the signifier of a signified repressed from the

" 'r)sciousness of the,subje.t. dry-bol writtln in the sand of the flesh',,,,1 rn the t"t],of Maia, it pariicipares in language by the semantic,'rr.lrisuiry that l_have already .mpharired in its constitution.
lf ul it is speech functigli"s to ,h. full, for it includes the discourse ofrlrt, orher in the secret of its .iph.r.
f r was by deciphering this speech that Freud rediscovered the primary

',]:*rg_"_of 
symbols,sa stil l l iving on in the suffering 

"i.iririred 
man/ ),t.r Unbehagen in der Kultur).

. 
l l icroglyphics of hysteria, blazons of phobia, labyrinths of the/ ''t''tngsneurosc - charms of impotence, enigmas of inhibition, oru.res of

1
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anxiety - talking arms of character,ss seals of self-punishment, disguises

of pervcrio* 
j,to; ;;. th" h.rmetic elements that our exegesls re-

solves, the egulvo.u,iorr, ,t r, orir'irr,r*urion dissolves, the artifices that

our dialecdc absolves, in a deliv".u,,.. of the mprisoned.meaning, from

the reveladon of the palimpsesttr to the given io'd of the mystery and

;",fn'.nil,1;i:::t"T'"1',nirelationorranguag::::$TlJ:Ji:if*:
,df,II?:lh,HT*tkn'3.*;::'J5:''J::i,''rt'""ff 1:,::i
ever metaPllyslc

naitre)i , pr.r..r.. in the foregrou"a iri our exPerience' F1r here is the

mosr profound ;il;"ri;" of tf,. subiect i,t ot'.'tientific civilization' and

it is this alienation that w.1 ""o"Tt?'"i-* :i*:[t"i:imi6::*ff1;
i,"':j#ili:"fr:T ilil,xr?, ii"*, ttoqdqr ro resorve it entirelv, analvsis

;;;1d l. .ond"tted to the limits of wisdom'

To give 
"".;;;*Piu'y 

fo'*"i;;" of 
'hi" 

I could not find a morc

pertinent rerraln than the usage of common speech - pointinF oYt that thc

;ce suis-je, ofrh;;; "r 
viir"n has become ,."tttta in the 'c'est moi'

modern man'

The moi,the ego, 9f lo.derl Ti''-l: l?Ti ":';;t:::t:#H: |1l
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rlris is what makes our responsibility so formidable when, along with
rlre mythical manipulations of our doctrine, we bring him one more

'pportunity to alienate himself, in the decomposed trinity of the ego, the
\uperego, and the id, for exampl..tt

Here there is a language-barrier opposed to speech, and the precautions
.rqainst verbalism that are a theme of the discourse of the 'normal' man
in our culture merely serve to reinforce its thickness.

There might be some point in measuring its thickness by the statistic-
.tlly determined total of pounds of printed paper, miles of record grooves,
.rnd hours of radio broadcasting that the said culture produces per head of
population in the sectors A, B, and C of its domain. This would be a fine
rcsearch project for our cultural organizations, and it would be seen that
rlre question of language does not remain entirely within the domain of
the convolutions in which its use is reflected in the individual.

We are the hollow men
We are the stffid men
Leaning toget/zer
Headpiece flled with straw. AIas!

and so on.

The resemblance between this situation and the alienation of madness,
in so far as the formula given above is authentic - that is, that here the
subject is spoken rather than speaking - obviously derives from the
,lemand, presupposed by psychoanalysis, for 'true' speech. If this conse-
(luence, which pushes the constituent paradoxes of what I am saying here
ro their limit, were to be turned against the good sense of the psycho-
.rnalytic perspective,I would readily accept the pertinence of this objection,
but only to find my own position confirmed in it - and this by a dia-
lcctical ,.t,rrn in wirich there would be no shortage of authorizld god-
tirthers, beginning with Hegel's denunciation of 'the philosophy of the
cranium', and stopping only at Pascal's warnin1t at the dawn of the
lristorical era of the'ego', echoing in these terms:'Les hommes sont si
,ticessairement fout, gue ce serait 6tre fou par un autre tour de folie, de
ri itre pas fou,'sg

This is not to say, however, that our culture pursues its course in the
.'lradowy regions beyond creative subiectivity. On the contrary, creative

"ubjectivity has not ceased in its struggle to renew the never-exhausted

l)ower of symbols in the human exchange that brings them to the light
,,1' dav.

of modern man'

,*Tl'"rft ;:ili:';:ffi .;;;;i'tl":::"^l*!:ili::;:iy""lnl;
:ffi#Jf;,:'#:ff;;;'J;ii,iir the disorder that he denounces

%::l*ay our is offered to the subject for the 
resolution of that impassc

when his disco""t i' delusioni C'o*-"nication 
rc1 T"":t:tll ;.1?,

ilh?Trt;fHin'l :Hl"#task or science u'a i" the posts that it

commands in 
"", ""i"ersal 

.iuiiir.riorr; this communication will br

effective within the eno rm o *' ol i t "ii-'u' 
i o 

:.:: Ht :i; |:{JiT ;;:'Ji;1
:T:'liT'Tlliil,lTff,'J?il#i,;*r"ilIl,,t.willmakeaneffectiv'
contribution to the comm"" .'i:i,i1,^t{*** ;*#[ 

ti"t*:

::T;*lii:1,i,.1i,,:',H:d;;i ;h. plea,Lres or a proruse curturr$

which, rrom detective novers ii::i:$i*;X';il"#TtT"#$ i
il1:1,'1"J,fr:'Tii;:#ffi :;';;;";J:'Tl:"" w'r give him'r'.f
wherewithal to forget his .own :.t'i::::. fi ::" :;:y: illlil:T lji;
:ffiXl*: 

r'{:;":;:,?:i'i;f""i*r" *'u"in s or his rire in rarrr

l ,
fi

communication' ,. , ,-^rr^^^ on - often pushed right-- 
if the subiect did not rediscover in a regresst

back to the .mirror stage' . :il 

-..,.tor,rr." 

"f 
a stage in which his ego

contains its imaginary t,.ppi'," ;;;;;;dd hardf pe a1Y assisnabl'

rimits to the credulity to whictr he must succumb in th.t situation"' And
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To take into account how few subiects suPPort this creation would be

to accede to a Romantic viewpoint by comparing what is not equivalent'

The fact is that this subjectivity, in whatever domain it aPPears - in

mathematics, in politics, in religionr or even in advertising - continues to

animate the whole movement of humanity. And another look, probably

no less illusory, would make us accentuate this opposing trait: that its

sj*boli" .h"o"t., has never been more manifest' It is the irony of

rlvolutions that they engender a Povier all the more absolute in its €x€f-

cise, not because it is more anonymousr as people say, but because it is

moie reduced to the words that signify it. And more than ever' on the

other hand, the strength of the chuiches resides in the language_that they

have been ubl. to maintain: an authority, it must be said, that Freud left

in the dark in the article where he sketcires for us what we would call the

collective subiectivities of the church and the Army.se- 
Pry.hoanalyris has played a role in the direction6o of modern sub-

jectivity, und it .rnnoi continue to sustain this role without bringing it

i"to 1i". with the movement in modern science that elucidates it'

This is the problem of the grounding t!1t must assure our disciplinc

its place .*ong the scien..tt iptoblem ofJormalization, which, it must

be idmitted, his not got off to a very good start'

For it seems that, .iught by the very quirk in the medical mind against

which psychoan.lyri, hla to"constituie itself, it is with the handicap ol

being hrlf 
" 

cenru"ry behind the movement of the sciences, like medicinc

itsef] that we are seeking to ioin up with them again.

It is in the abstract objectification of our experience on fictitious, or even

simulated, principles of the experimental method, that we find the effect

of preludi..r thuimust first be swept from our field if we wish to culti

it according to its authentic structure.

Since *J ,r. practidoners of the symbolic function, it is astonishing

that we should to* .*uy from probing deeper into it, to the extent

failing to recognize (micinnaitre) that it is this function that situates us at

the h"eart of tf,e *or.-.rt that is now establishing a new order of thc

sciences, with a ne'w putting in question of anthropology

This new order signifies nothing more than a return to a conceptiotl

of true science whose claims have been inscribed in a tradition beginning

with Plato's Theaetetus. This concePtion has become degraded' as 'we

know, in the positivist reversal which, by making the ltuman sciences thc

.ro*ning gloty of the experimental sciences, in actual fact made them

subordinata to.*p.rimental sciencc. This notion results from tttr crrollc()ul
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view of the history of science founded on the prestige of a specialized
rlt'velopment of the experiment.

But since today the conjectural sciences are discovering once again the
,tqe-old conception of science, they are forcing us to revise the classifica-
tion of the sciences that we have inherited from the nineteenth century,
ur a sense indicated clearly by the most lucid spirits.

One has only to follow the concrete evolution of the various disciplines
rrr order to become aware of this.

Linguistics can serve us as a guide here, since that is the role it plays
in the vanguard of contemporary anthropology, and we cannot possibly
rt'rnain indifferent to it.

The mathematicized form in which is inscribed the discovery of the

Trtoneme as the function of pairs of oppositions formed by the smallest
.liscriminate elements capable of being distinguished in the semantic
,itructure, leads us to the very grounding in which the last of Freud's
rloctrines designates the subjective sources of the symbolic function in
,r vocalic connotation of presence and absence.

And the reduction of every language to the group of a very small
rrumber of these phonemic oppositions, by initiating an equally rigorous
lirrrnalization of its highest morphemes, puts within our reach a precisely
,lcfined access to our own field.

It is up to us to make use of these advances to discover their effects in
rlrc domain of psychoanalysis, just as ethnography - which is on a line
perallel to our ov/n - has already done for its own by deciphering myths
,tccording to the synchrony of mythemes.

Isn't it striking that L6vi-Strauss, in suggesting the implication of the
',rructures of language with that part of the social laws that regulate
rnarriage ties and kinship, is already conquering the very terrain in which
l.'reud situates the unconsciousl6l

Irrom now on, it is impossible not to make a general theory of the
',yrnbol the axis of a new classification of the sciences where the sciences
, rl' man will once more take up their central position as sciences of sub-
1,'ctivity. Let me indicate its basic principle, which, of course, does not

1' r.cclude further elaboration.
'fhe symbolic function presents itself as a double movement within the

',rrbject: man makes an object of his action) but only in order to restore
to this action in due time its place as a grounding. In this equivocation,
r )l)crating at every instant, lies the w]role process of a function in which
.rct ion and knowlcdgc alternatc.t '2
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Two examples, one borrowed from the classroom, the other from the
everyday life of our time:
- the first, mathematical: phase one, man obiectifies in two cardinal
numbers two collections he has counted; phase two, with these numbers
he realizes the act of adding them up (cf. the example cited by Kant in
the introduction to the transcendental aesthetic, section IV, in the second
edition of the Critigue of Pure Reason);
- the second, historical: phase one, the man who works at the level of
production in our society considers himself as belonging to the prole-
tariat; phase two, in the name of belonging to it, he ioins in a general
strike.

If these two examples come from areas which, for us, are the most

contrasted in the domain of the concrete - the first involving an operation

always open to a mathematical law, the second, the brazen face63 of
capitalist exploitation - it is because, although they seem to come from

a long way apart, their effects come to constitute our subsistence, and

precisely by meeting each other in the concrete in a double reversal: the

most subiective of the sciences having forged a new reality, and the shadow
of social distribution arming itself with a symbol in action.

Here the opposition that is traced between the exact sciences and those
for which there is no reason to decline the appellation of 'conjectural'

no longer seems to be acceptable - for lack of any grounds for that
opposition.6a

For exactitude is to be distinguished from truth, and conjecture does
not exclude rigour. And even if experimental science derives its exacti-
tude from mathematics, its relation to nature does not remain any less

problematic.
Indeed, if our link to nature urges us to wonder poetically whether it

is not its very own movement that we rediscover in our science, in

eui se ,on))i,';:;;':;, sonne
N'6te plus Ia voix de personne
Tant gue des ondes et des boisr6s

it is clear that our physics is simply a mental fabrication whose instrument
is the mathematical symbol.

For experimental science is not so much defined by the quantity to
which it isin factapplied, as bythe measurement itintroduces intothe real.

This can be seen in relation to the measurement of time without
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rvhich experimental science would be impossible. Huyghens' clock,
ri'hich_alone gave experimental science its precision, is merlly the organ
,'rnb_odying Galileo's llpoth.ris on the equigravity of bodies - thaiis,
rlre hypothesis on uniform acceleration that confers its law, since it is the
slme, on any kind of fall.

It is amusing to point out that the instrument was completed before it
lrad been possible to verify the hypothesis by observarion, and that by
rlris fact the clock rendered the observation useless at the same time as it
,,llered it the instrument of its rigour.66

But mathematics can symbolize another kind of time, notably the
irrtersubjective time that structures human action, whose formulae are
lrcsinninB to be given us by the theory of games, still called strategy, but
*,lrich it would be better to call stochastics.

The author of these lines has attempted to demonsrrare in the logic
,,f'a soPhism the temporal sources through which human acion, in so far
,r' it orders itself according to the action of the other, finds in the scansion
,,1'its hesitations the advent of its certainty; and in the decision that con-
, ludes it, this action given to that of the other - which it includes from
rlrat point on - together with its consequences deriving from the past, its
rrrcaning-to-come.

In this article it is demonstrated that it is the certainty anticipated by
r lrc subjec,t in the 'time for understanding' which, by the haste *hi.h pr.-
,'ilritates the'moment of concluding', determines in the other the decision
rlrat makes of the subject's own movement error or truth.

lt can be seen by this example how the mathematical formalization that
rrrspired Boolean logic, ro say nothing of set theory, can bring to rhe
',eicnce of human action the structure of intersubjecrive time that is

',,'cded by psychoanalytic conjecture if it is to ensure its own rigour.
If, on the other hand, the history of the technique of the historian

',ltowS that its progress is defined in the ideal of an identification of the
',rrbjectivity of the historian with the constituting subjectivity of the
lrrirnary historization in which the event is humanized, it is clear that
1,.;ychoanalysis finfs its precise bearings here: that is to say, in knowledge,
.rs rcalizing this ideal, and in curative efficacy, as finding its justificati-on
rlrt'rc. The example of history will also dissipate like a mirage that re-
r ,trrs€ to the experienced reaction that obsesses both orlr t..hrrique and
,,ttr theory, for th. frttdamental historicity of the event that we retain
,rrllices to conceive the possibility of a subjective reproduction of the
1r.rst in the present.
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Furthermore, this example makes us realize how psychoanalytic re-
gression implies that progressive dimension of the subject's history that
Freud emphasizes as lacking in the Jungian concept of neurotic regression,
and we understand how the experience itself renews this progression by
assuring its relief.
Finally, the reference to linguistics will introduce us to the method

which, by distinguishing synchronic from diachronic structurings in

language, will enable us to understand better the different value that our
language assumes in the interpretation of the resistances and the trans-

ference, or even to differentiate the effects proper to repression and the

structure of the individual myth in obsessional neurosis.
The list of the disciplines named by Freud as those that should make

up the disciplines aicessory to an ideal Faculty of Psychoanalysis is well
known. Besides psychiatry and sexology, we find 'the history of civiliza-
tion, mythology, the psychology of religions, literary history, and
literary criticism'.67

This whole group of subiects, determining the cursus of an instuction
in technique, are normally inscribed within the epistemological triangle
that I have described, and which would provide with its method an

advanced level of instruction in analytic theory and technique.
For my part, I should be inclined to add: rhetoric, dialectic in the

technical sense that this term assumes in the Topics of Aristotle, grammar,
and, that supreme pinnacle of the aesthetics of language, Poetics, which
would include the neglected technique of the witticism.

And if these subject headings tended to evoke somewhat outmoded
echoes for some people, I would not be unwilling to accePt them, as
constituting a return to our sources.

For psychoanalysis in its early development, intimately linked to the
discovery and study of symbols, was on the way to particiPating in the
srructure of what was called in the Middle Ages, 'the liberal arts'. De-

prived, like thenr, of a true formalization, psychoanalysis became ofg?ll-
izedr like them, in a body of privileged problems, each one Promoted by
some felicitous relation of man to his own measure) and taking on from
this particularity a charm and a humanity that in our eyes might well
make up for the somewhat recreational aspect of their presentation. But

we should not disdain this aspect of the early development of psycho-
analysis; it expresses in fact nothing less than the re-creation of human
meaning in an arid period of scientism.

These aspects of the early years should be all the less disdained since
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psychoanalysis has not raised the level by setting off along the false
lraths of a theorization contrary to its dialectical structure.

Psychoanalysis will provide scientific bases for its theory or for its
tcchnique only by formalizing in an adequate fashion the essential dimen-
sions of its experience which, together with the historical theory of the
symbol, are: intersubjective logic and the temporality of the subject.

lx{
III The resonances of interpretation and the time of the

subj ect in psycltoanalytic technique

Entre l'homme et l'amour
Ily a lafemme.

Entre I'homme et Ia femme,
II y a monde.

Entre I'homme et le monde,
IIy a un mur.68

(Antoine Tudal, in Paris en l'an zooo)

Nam Sibyllam quidem Cumis ego ipse oculis meis vidi in ampulla
pendere, et cum illi pueri dicerent: Z$r5M,a t( \il,ery,

reqtondebat illa: d,no 1ayeh' 0il,ot.6e
(Satyriconrxrvrrr)

Ilringing the psychoanalytic experience back to speech and language as its
grounding is of direct concern to its technique. Psychoanalysis is not yet
submerged in the ineffable, but there has certainly been a tendency in this
rlirection, always along the way of no return of separating analytic inter-
pretation more and more from the principle on which it depends. Any
suspicion that this deviation of psychoanalytic practice is the motive force
bchind the new aims to which psychoanalytic theory is being opened up is
consequently well founded.

If we look at the situation a little more closely, we can see that the
problem of symbolic interpretation began by intimidating our little group
bcfore becoming embarrassing to it. The successes obtained by Freud,
bccause of the heedlessness about matters of doctrine from which they
sccm to proceed, are now a matter of astonishment, and the display so
cvident in the cases of Dora, the Rat Man, and the \lrolf Man seems to us
to be little short of scandalous. True, our cleverer friends do not shrink
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from doubting whether the technique employed in these cases was really

the right one.
This disaffection in the psychoanalytic movement can in fact be

ascribed to a confusion of tongues) and, in a recent conversation with me,

the most representative personality of its present hierarchy made no

secret about it.
It is worth noting that this confusion increases when each analyst pre-

sumes to consider himself the one chosen to discover in our experience

the conditions of a completed objectification, and the enthusiasm which

greets these theoretical attempts seems to grow more fervent the more

dereistic they prove to be.
It is certairrthat the principles of the analysis of resistances, however

well-founded they may be, have in practice been the occasion of an ever

greater mdconnaissance of the subject for want of being understood in

their relation to the intersubiectivity of speech.

If we follow the proceedings of the first seven sessions of the case of

the Rat Man, and they are rePorted to us in full, it seems highly improb-

able that Freud did not recognize the resistances as they came up, and

precisely in the places where our modern technicians drill into us that he

tverlooked them, since it is Freud's own text, after all, that enables them

to pinpoint them. Once again the Freudian text manifests that exhaustion

of ihe^r.rbject that continues to amaze us, and no interpretation has so far

worked out all its resources.
I mean that Freud not only let himself be trapped into encouraging his

subject to go beyond his initial reticence, but that he also understood

periectly the seductive power of this exercise in the imaginary order. To

t. .o.r,rinced of this, one has only to refer to the description that he gives

us of his patienr's expression during the painful recital of the represented

torture that supplied the theme of his obsession, that of the rat forced

into the victim;s anus: 'His face', Freud tells us, 'reflected the horror of

a pleasure of which he was unaware.'?o The effect of the rePetition of this

u..o.rnt at rhat time did not escape Freud, any more than did the identifi'

cation of the psychoanalyst vrith the 'cruel captain' who had forced this

story ro enrer the subject's memory, nor therefore the import of the

theoretical clarifications of which the subject required to be guaranteed

before pursuing his discourse.
Far from interpreting the resistance at this point, however, Freud

astonishes us by aiceding to his request, and to such an extent in fact that

he seems to be taking part in the subiect's game.
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But the extrem_ely_ approximative character of the explanations with
r.' lrich Freud gratifieshim, so approximative as to appear some-hat crude,
r '.sulficiently instructive: at this point it is clearly 

"ot 
so much a question

"l'doctrine, nor even of indoctrination, but rather of a symbolic gift of
,1rcech, pregnanr with a secret pac, in the conrexr of the ima[inary
lr,trticipation which includes it and whose import will reveal itself later
rrr the symbolic equivalence that tfe 9u_biect establishes in his thought
lrt'tw€€rl rats and the florins with which he remunerates the analvst.

We can see therefore that Freud, far from failing to recogn ize (micon-
'ttitre) the resistance, uses it as a propitious predisfosition fir the seging
rrr movement of the resonances of speech, and he conforms, as far as hI
r.ur, to the first definition-he gave of resistancer?t by making use of it to
rrrrplicate the subject in his message. In any case-he will"change tack
'tbruptly from the moment he seei that, as a resuh of being ci'refully
nranipulated, the resistance is turning towards maintaining th". diulogrl
'rt the level of a conversation in which the subject would ftlm then on be
.rlrle to perperuate his seduction while maintaining his evasion.

But we learn that analysis consists in playing ii all the many sraves of
tlrc sco.re that speech constitutes in the regisiets of languag. uni on which
,lt'pends the overdetermination of the symprom, whlch Iu, ,ro meaning
r.xcept in that order.

And at the same time we discover the source of Freud's success. fn
'rt'cl€r for the analyst's message to_ respond to the profound interrogation
',1' the subject, the subject musr heai and undersiand it as the response
rlr;rt is parricular to him; and the privilege that Freud's patient, enioy.d
,rr receiving its 'good news' from the very lips of the man who was its
.rrrnunciator, satisfied this demand in them.

I-et us note in passing that in the case of the Rat Man the subiect had
lr'trl an advance_taste of it, since he had glanced ar the Psyc/topatltology
' I Everyday Ltfr, which had just then been published 

t
'fliis is not to say that this book is very 

-u.h 
better known today, even

l,v analysts, but the vulgarization of Freudian concepts, whicir'have
1''tssed into the common consciousness, their collision *iih what I call
r lrt' language barrier, would deaden the effect of our speech, if we .were
r,, {iv€ it the style of Freud's remarks to the Rat Man.

llut it is not a question of imitating him. In order to rediscover the
' rlt'ct of Freud's speech, it is not to its terms that we shall have recourse,
lrur ro the principles that govern it.

'l'lrcsc principlcs are sirnply the dialectic of the consciousness-of-self,
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as realized from Socrates to Hegel, from the ironic presupposition that

all that is rational is real to its culmination in the scientific view that all

that is real is rational. But Freud's discovery was to demonstrate that

this verifying process authentically attains the subject only by decentring

him from the consciousness-of-self, in the axis of which the Hegelian

reconstruction of the phenomenology of mind, maintained ic that is,

that this discovery renders even more decrepit any pursuit of the prise de

conscience which, beyond its status as a psychological phenomenon, can-

not be inscribed within the conjuncture of the particular moment that

alone embodies the universal and in default of which it vanishes into

generality.
These remarks define the limits within which it is impossible for our

technique to fail to recognize the structuring moments of the Hegelian

phenomenology: in the first place the master-slave dialectic, or the dialec-

iic of the belle 6me and of the law of the heart, and generally whatever

enables us to understand how the constitution of the object is subordinated

to the rcalization of the subject.
But if there still remains something prophetic in Hegel's insistence on

the fundamental identity of the particular and the universal, an insistence

that reveals the measure of his genius, it is certainly psychoanalysis that

provides it with its paradigm by revealing the structure in which that

identity is realized as disjunctive of the subject, and without appeal to

any tomorrow.
Let me simply say that this is what leads me to obiect to any reference

to totality in the individual, since it is the subiect who introduces division

into the individual, as well as into the collectivity that is his equivalenL

Psychoanalysis is properly that which reveals both the one and the other
to be no more than mirages.

This would seem to be something that could no longer be forgottent

were it not precisely the teaching of psychoanalysis that it is forgettablc
- concerning which we find, by a return more legitimate than it is believed

to be, that confirmation comes from psychoanalysts themselves, from thc

fact that their 'new tendencies' represent this forgetting.
For if; on the other hand, Hegel is precisely what we needed to confcr

a meaning other than that of stupor on our so-called analytic neutrality,
this does not mean that we have nothing to learn from the elasticity of thc

Socratic maieutics, or 'art of midwifery', or even from the fascinating

technical procedure by which Plato Presents it to us - be it only by our

experiencing in Socrates and in his desire the still-intact enigma of thr
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lrsychoanalystr.and.bysituating in relation to the Platonic srtopiaour own
rclation to truth - in_this .ar., however, in away that *o,rld respect the
tlistance separating the reminiscence that Plato came to presuppose as
r)ccessary for any advent of the idea, from the exhaustion of being that
rs consummated in Kierkegaardian repetition.?2

But there is also a historical difference between Socrates' inrerlocutor
'rnd ours that is worth examining. 'When 

Socrates relies on a naive
r'('ason that he can extract equalllwell from the discourse of the slave,
rr is in order to give authentiCmasters access to the necessity of an order
rlrat makes justice of their power, and truth of the masrer *ord, of the
, ity. But we analysts have to deal with slaves who think they ur. 

-urr.rr,.rrd who find in.a language whose mission is universal the rrppol of their
"t'rvitude, and the bonds of its ambiguity.so much ro thurrt one might
IrLtmoroutly p1, it, our goal is to restore in them th. ,o,n.reign freedim
'lisplayed by Humpty Dumpty when he reminds Alice that after all he
r', the master of the signifier, .rr.r if he isn't the master of the signified
rrr which his being took on its form.

. w'e always come back, then, to our double reference to speech and to
l,rnguage. In order to free the subjecr's speech, we introduce him into
rlrc language of his desire, that ir j9 ruy, inro the primary language in
rr lrich, beyond what he tells us of trimsem, he is ,ir.udy"talking ro us
rrrrknown to himselfrandrin the first place, in the symbols orrn. symptom.

. 
[n-the symbolism brought to iighi in analysis, it is certainly a question

"l' a language. 
lhit.language, .oir.rponding to the prayfui wish to be

l' rLrnd in one of Lichtenberg's aphoriims, ha-s the ,nirr.isal character of
'r.language (langue) that wtulJ be understood in all other languages
(ltngues), but, at the same time, since it is the language that seizes desire
'rr rlre-very moment inwhich it is humanizedny 

-it 
iig itself recognized,

rr is-absolutely particular to the subject.

.Primary.Languager l ruy, by whieh I do not mean ,primitive language,
r'l'ttt{tt€ primitive'), since Freud, whose feat in this toial discovery merits
t ' rtrtp4riSon with Champollion's, deciphered it in its entirety in the dreams,l rtur-contemPoraries. Moreover, the essential field of tttit language was
''rrtltoritatively defined by one of the earliest pioneers associated with this
ru,1k, and one of the few to have brought anything new to it: I mean
I rrcst Jones, the last survivor of those t-o *ho- th! ,.rr.r, ,ing, of the
rrt'tstcr were given and who attested by his presence in the highJst places
"l .u'r international association that they were not reserved simply fo,
lrr'.lrcrS of relics.

8r
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In a fundamental paPer on symbolism,T3 Dr Jones points out, some-

where around page r5, that although there are thousands of symbols in

the sense that the term is understood in analysis, all of them refer to one's

own body, to kinship relations, to birth, to life, and to death.

This truth, recognized here as a fact, enables us to understand that

although, in psychoanalytic terms, the symbol is repressed in the un-

conscious, it carries in itself no index of regression, or even of immaturity.

For it to induce its effects in the subject, it is enough that it make itself

heard, since these effects operate without his being aware of it - as we

admit in our everyday experience, explaining many reactions of normal

as well as of neurotic-subjicts by their response to the symbolic sense of

an act, of a relation, or of an object.
There is therefore no doubt that the analyst can play on the power of

the symbol by evoking it in a carefully calculated fashion in the semantic

resonances of his remarks.
This is surely the way for a return to the use of symbolic effects in a

renewed technique of interPretation in analysis.
In this regard, we could take note of what the Hindu tradition teachet

about dlrvaiir'n in the sense that this tradition Stresses the property

speech by which it communicates what it does not actually say. Hindu

tiadition illustrates this by 
" 

tale whose ingenuousness, which appears to

be the usual thing in these examples, shows itself humorous enough to

induce us to penetrate the truth that it conceals.
A girl, it begins, is waiting for her lover on the bank of a stream w

she sees a Brahmin coming along towards her. She runs to him and

claims in the warmest and most amiable tones: 'What a lucky day this

for you! The dog that used to frighten you by its barking will not ,

along this river bank again, for it has just been devoured by a lion that

often seen around here . . .'
The absence of the lion may thus have as much effect as his s

would have were he present, for the lion only springs once, says

proverb appreciated by Freud.Ts- 
The pr:i*ory character of symbols in fact brings them close to

numbers out of which all the others are comPosed, and if they therefi

underlie all the semantemes of a language (langue), we shall be able tO

resrore to speech its full value of evocation by a discreet search for theit

interferencei, using as our guide a metaphor whose symbolic displacemenl

will neutrulize the secondury meanings of the terms that it associates.

This technique would require for its teaching as well as for its learninf
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a profound assimilation of the resources of a language (langue)rand espec-
ially of those that are concretely realized in iL po.ti" ,.*tt. It is iell
known that Freud was in this position in relation to German literarure,

)1hi-ch' by virtue of an incomparable translation, can be said to include
Shakespeare's plays. Every one of his works bears witness to this, and
to the continual recourse he had to it, no less in his technique than in his
disc-overy - this in addition to a knowledge of the ancienr classics, a
rnodern initiation into folklore, and an inLrested parricipation in the
conquests of contemporary. humanism in the domain bf .thrrography.

It might well be demanded of the practitioner of analysir tiot to-deni-
srate any attempt to follow Freud along this road

But the tide is 
-against 

us. It can be measured by the condescending
irttention paid 

1o1he'wording'rru ̂, 
if to som. rrorr"lty; and the Englist

rnorphology of the term gives a subtle enough supporr ro a notion still
rlifficult to define, for people to make a point or"ri"g it.

what this notion masks, however, is not exactly.-r.our.ging when an
:ruthor?7 is amazed by the fact of having obtained ur, .n,il.li diff.rerrt
result in the interpretation of one and the same resistance by the use,'rvithout conscious premeditation', he emphasizes, of the t.r- .need for
l,rve'78 instead and in the place of 'demattd fo, love,rze which he had first
Put forward, without seeing anything deeper in it (as he emphasizes him-
sclf). If the anecdote is to confirm t[it t.f.rence of the interpretation to
tlte 'ego psychol.ogy' in the title of the arricle, it is rath.., i, seems, a
rcference to the 'ego psychology' of the analyst, in so fu, u, this inter-
Pretation makes shift with such a weak ,r. of English that this writer
t''rn push his practice of analytit to the limits of a nornensical stuttering.so

The fact is that'need'and'demand'have a diametrically opposed rn."un-
irrg for the subject, and to hold that their use can be .onfur.d'"rr.r, for an
tttstzttrt amounts to a radical mdconnaissance of the 'intimation' of speech.

. 
For in its symbolizing function speech is moving towards nothing less

tlran a transformation of the subjecito whom ir is iddressed by means of
rlrc link that it establishes with the one who emits it - in other words, by
irrtroducing rhe effect of a signifier.

'fhis is why it is necessary for us to return once more to the structure
.'l'communication in language and to dissipate once and for all the mis-
t.tkcn notion of 'language as a sign'ro ro,rr.L in this domainof confusions
rrr cliscourse and of malpractices in speech.

If the communication of languag. ir conceived as a signal by which the
"r'ttclcr informs the receiver of something by means of a irtain code, t6ere
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is no reason why we should not give as much credence and even more to
any other sign when the 'something' in question is of the individual:
there is even every reason for us to give preference to any mode of
expression that comes close to the natural sign.

It is in this way that the technique of speech has fallen into discredit
among us. 

'W'e can be seen in search of a gesture, a grimace, an attitude,
an act of mimicryt a movement, a shudder, nay, an arrest of habitual
movement; shrewd as we are, nothing can no'w stop us from letting our
bloodhounds off the leash to follow these tracks.

I shall show the inadequacy of the conception of 'language as a sign'
by the very manifestation that best illustrates it in the animal kingdom, a
manifestation which, if it had not recently been the obiect of an authentic
discovery, it seems it would have been necessary to invent for this purpose.

It is now generally admitted that when the bee returns to the hive ftom
its honey-gathering it indicates to its companions by two sorts of dance
the existence of nectar and its relative distance, near or far, from the hive.
The second type of dance is the most remarkable, for the plane in which
the bee traces the figure-of-eight curve - which is why it has been called
the'wagging dance'rtt - and the frequency of the figures executed within
a given time, designate, on rhe one hand, exactly the direction to be
followed, determined in relation to the inclination of the sun (on which
bees are able to orientate themselves in all weathers, thanks to their
sensitiviry to polarized light), and, on the orher hand, the distance, up
to several miles, at which the nectar is to be found. And the other beeg
respond to this message by setting off immediately for the place thur
designated.

It took some ten years of patient observation for Karl von Frisch to
decode this kind of message, for it is certainly a code, or system of sig-
nalling, whose generic character alone forbids us to qualify it as con-
ventional.

But is it necessarily a languagel We can say that it is distinguished from
language precisely by the fixed correlation of its signs to the reality that
they signify. For in a language signs take on their value from their re-
lations to each other in the lexical distribution of semanremes as much
as in the positional, or even flectional, use of morphemes, in sharp coo-
trast to the fixity of the coding used by bees. And the diversity of human
languages (langues) takes on its full value from this enlightening dis-
covery.

Furthermore, while the message of the kind describcd lrere deterrninel
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rlre action of the socius, it is never retransmitted by it. This means that
tlte message remains fixed in its function as a relayof the action, from which
no subject detaches it as a symbol of communication itself.s2

The form in which language is expressed itself defines subiectivity.
l.anguage says: 'You will go here, and when you see this, you will turn
,,lf there.' In other words, it refers itself to the discourse of the other.
,'\s such it is enveloped in the highest function of speech, in as much as

',Peech commits its author by investing the person to whom it is addressed
* ith a new realiry, as for example, when by a 'You are my wife', a subject
rnarks himself with the seal of wedlock.

This is in fact the essential form from which all human speech derives
nrther than the form at which it arrives.

Hence the paradox by which one of my most acute listeners, when I
lrcgan to make my views known on analysis as dialectic, thought he could
.[)poS€ mY position by a remark that he formulated in the following rerms:
'lluman Language (according to you) constitutes a communication in
ri hich the sender receives his own message back from the receiver in an
inverted form.' This was an objection that I had only to reflect on for a
trtoment before recognizing that it carried the stamp oi-y own thinking -
in other words, that speech always subjectively includes its own ..p15
rlrat Pascal's'Tu ne me cherc/terais pas si tu ne m'ayais trouyd'e3 simpiy
r onfirnts the same truth in different words, and that this is the reason *Ly,
in the paranoiac refusal of recognition, it is in the form of a negative
r crbalization that the inavowable feeling finally emerges in the persecutory
'interpretation'.

Furthermore, when you congratulate yourself on having met someone
ru'lro speaks the same kind of language as you do, you do nor mean that
vop meet with him in the discourse of everybody, but that you are united
r,r him by 

" 
special kind of speech.

'I'hus the antinomy immanent in the relations between speech and
l.rnguage becomes clear. As language becomes more functional, it becomes
trrrproPer for speech, and as it becomes too particular to us, it loses its
Itrnction as language.

One is aware of the use made in primitive traditions of secret names in
ru'lrich the subject identifies his own person or his gods, to the point that
r, rcv€?l these names is to lose himself or to betray these gods; and the
t , rnfidences of our subjects, as well as our own memories, teach us that
rt is not at all rare for children to rediscover sponraneously the virtue of
' ,rrclr a usage.
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Finally, it is bv the intersubjectivity of the'we' that it assumes that the
value of a language as speech is measured.

By an inverse antinomy, it can be observed that the more the function
of languagebecomes neutralized as it moves closer to information, the more
language is imputed to be laden with redundancies. This notion of redun-
dancy in language originated in research that was all the more precise be-
cause a vested interest was involved, having been prompted by the economic
problem of long-distance communication, and in particular that of the
possibility of carrying several conversations at once on a single telephone
line. It can be asserted that a substantial portion of the phonetic materiat
is superfluous to the realization of the communication actually sought.

This is highly instructive for usrto for what is redundant as far as
information is concerned is precisely that which does duty as resonance in
speech.

For the function of language is not to inform but to evoke.
What I seek in speech is the response of the other. What constitutes

me as subject is my question. In order to be recognized by the other, I
utter what was only in view of what will be. In order to find him, I call
him by a name that he must assume or refuse in order to reply to me.

I identify myself in language, but only by losing myself in it like an
object. V/hat is realized in my history is not the past definite of what was,
since it is no more, or evbn the present perfect of what has been in what I
am, but the future anterior of what I shall have been for what I am in thc
process of becoming.

If I now place myself in front of the other to question him, there is no
cybernetic computer imaginable that can make a reaction out of what thc
response will be. The definition of response as the second term in thc
'stimulus response' circuit is simply a metaphor sustained by the sub.
jectivity imputed to the animal, a subjectivity that is then ignored in thc
physical schema to which the metaphor reduces it. This is what I havo
called putting the rabbit into the hat so as to be able to pull it out again
later. But a reaction is not a reply.

If I press an electric button and a light goes on, there is no responsc
except for my desire. If in order to obtain the same result I must try I
whole system of relays whose correct position is unknown to me, thert
is no question except as concerns my anticipation, and there will not be
one any longer, once I have learned enough about the system to operato
it without mistakes.

But if I call the person to wlrom I arn spcaking by whatcvcr rrarnc I
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clroose to give him, I intimate to him the subjective function that he
w'ill take on again in order to reply to me, even if it is to repudiate this
lrrrrction.

Henceforth the decisive function of my own reply appears, and this
lirnction is nor, as has been said, simply to be received by the subject
.rs acc€ptance or rejection of his discourse, but really to recognize him or
r,r abolish him as subiect. Such is the nature of the analyst's responsibiligr
rvlrenever he intervenes by means of speech.

Moreover, the problem of the therapeutic effects of correct interpretation
lrrsed by Mr Edward Gloverss in a remarkable paper has led him to
, ,trclusions where the question of correctness moves into the background.
lrr other words, not only is every spoken intervention received by the
,trbject in terms of his structure, but the intervention takes on a structuring
lrrnction in him in proportion to its form. It is precisely the scope o?
rrrnanalydc psychotherapy, and even of the mosr ordinary medical
'prescriptions', to be interventions that could be described as obsessional
.\'stems of suggestion, as hysterical suggesrions of a phobic order, even
,rs persecutory supports, each one taking its particular character from the
',,rrrction it gives to the subject's miconnaissance of his own reality.

.Speech is in fact a gift of language, and language is nor immiterial. It

'', a subtle body, but body it is. 
'W'ords 

are rrapped in all the corporeal
rnages that captivate rhe subject; they may make the hysteric'pregnant', be
r,lt'ntified with the object of penis-neid, represent the flood of urine of
rrrt:thral ambition, or the retained faeces of avaricious jouissance.

W'hat is more, words themselves can undergo symbolic lesions and
.r('comPlish imaginary acts of which the patient is the subject. You will
r.tttemb€r the Wespe (wasp), castrated of its initial W'to become the S.P.
,,l tlte'Wolf Man's initials at the moment when he realizes the symbolic
l,rrnishment whose object he was on the part of Grusha, the wasp.86

You will remember also the S that constitutes the residue of the hermetic
f ,rrtnula into which the coniuratory invocations of the Rat Man became
, ( )ndensed after Freud had extracted the anagram of the name of his
l,r' loved from its cipher, and which, tacked on to the final'amen'of his
1.rt'ulator/ prayer, externally floods the lady's name with the symbolic
, y.ction of his impotent desire.87

S irnilarly, an article by Robert Fliessrs 8 inspired by Abraham's inaugural
r('ntarks, shows us that the discourse as a whole may become the object
,,1 .rn erotization, following the displacements of erogeneity in the body
rrrr.r{c as they are momentarily determined by the analytic relation.
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The discourse then takes on a phallic-urethral, anal-erotic, or even an
oral-sadistic function. It is in any case remarkable that the author seizes
the effect of this function above all in the silences that mark the inhibition
of the satisfaction experienced through it by the subject.

In this way speech may become an imaginary, or even real object in
the subject and, as such, swallow up in more than one respect the func-
tion of language. We shall then place speech inside the parentheses of the
resistance that it manifests.

But this will not be in order to put speech on the index of the analytic
relation, for that relation would then lose everything, including its
raison d'6tre.

Analysis can have for its goal only the advent of a true speech and the
realization by the subject of his history in his relation to a future.

Maintaining this dialectic is in direct opposition to any objectifying
orientation of analysis, and emphasizing this necessity is of first importance
if we are to see through the aberrations of the new tendencies being mani-
fested in psychoanalysis.

I shall illustrate my remarks on this point again by. return to Freud,
and, since I have already made use of it, by the case of the Rat Man.

Freud even goes so far as to take liberties with factual accuracy when
it is a question of attaining to the truth of the subject. At one moment hc
perceives the determining role played by the proposal of marriage brough:
to the subject by his mother at the origin of the present phase of hit
neurosis. In any case, as I have shown in my seminar, Freud had had r
lightning intuition of it as a result of personal experience. Nevertheless,
he does not hesitate to interpret its effect to the subject as that of his dead
father's prohibition against his liaison with the lady of his thoughts.

This interpretation is not only factually inaccurate. It is also psycho.
logically inaccurate, for the castrating action of the father, which Freud
affirms here with an insistence that might be considered systematiq
played only a secondary role in this case. But the apperception of thl
dialectical relationship is so apt that Freud's act of interpretation at thrt
moment sets off the decisive lifting of the death-bearing symbols thet
bind the subiect narcissistically both to his dead father and to the idealized
lady, their two images being sustained, in an equivalence characteristio
of the obsessional neurotic, one by the phantasmic aggressivity that
perperuates it, the other by the mortifying cult that transforms it into an
idol.

Similarly, it is by recognizing the forced subjectification of the ob.
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sessional debtse in the scenario of the vain attempts at restitution - a
scenario that too perfectly expresses the imaginary terms of this debt for
the subject even to try to realize it - a debt whose pressure is exploited
by the subject to the point of delusion, that Freud achieves his goal. This
is the goal of bringing the subject to rediscover - in the history of his
lather's lack of delicacy, his marriage with the subject's morher, rhe'poor,
but pretty' girl, his marred love-life, the distasteful memory of the bene-
licent friend - to rediscover in this history, together with the fateful
constellationeo that had presided over the subiect's very birth, the gap
irnpossible to fill, of the symbolic debt of which his neurosis is the notice
.rf non-payment.

There is no trace here at all of a recourse to the ignoble spectre of some
srrrt of original 'fear', nor even to a masochism that it would be easy
,'nough to brandish, even less to that obsessional counterforcing propa-
gated by some analysts in the name of the analysis of defences. The re-
sistances themselves, as I have shown elsewhere, are used as long as
possible in the sense of the progress of the discourse. And when it is time
to put an end to them, it is in acceding to them that the end is reached.

For it is in this way that the Rat Man succeeds in inroducing into his
subjectivity his true mediation in the transferential form of the imaginary
,laughter that he ascribes to Freud in order to receive through her a mar-
riage tie with him, and who unveils her true face to him in a key dream:
rlrai of death gazingat him with her bituminous eyes.

Moreover, if it is with this symbolic pact that the ruses of the subject's

'crvitude came to an end, reality did not fail him, it seems, in consum-
rrrating these nupdals. And the footnote of ry4 lp. z4gl, which Freud
rlcdicated by way of epitaph to this young man who had found in the
risks of war'the end that awaited so many young men of value on whom
so m?n/ hopes could be founded', thus concluding the case with all the
riqour of destiny, elevates it to the beauty of tragedy.

In order to know how to reply to the subiect in analysis, the procedure
is to r€cognize first of all the place where his ego is, the egothat Freud
lrirrrself defined as an ego formed of a verbal nucleus; in other words, to
krrow through whom and for whom the subject poses his question.
Sr long as this is not known, there will be the risk of a misunderstanding
r,trceroing the desire that is there to be recognized and concerning the
,,lrjcct to whom this desire is addressed.

'l'he hysterical subject captures this object in an elaborate intrigue and,
Iris ego is in the third party by whose mediation the subject enjoys that
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object in which his question is embodied. The obsessional subject drags

into the cage of his narcissism the objects in which his question reverber-

ates back and forth in the multiplied alibi of mortal f;gures and, subduing

their heady acrobatics, addresses its ambiguous homage towards the box
in which he himself has his seat, that of the master who cannot be seen or

see himself.
Trahit sua quemgue voluptusi one identifies himself with the spectacle,

and the other puts one on.
For the hysterical subject, for whom the technical term 'acting out'

takes on its literal meaning since he is acting outside himself, you have
to get him to recognize where his action is situated. For the obsessional
neurotic, you have to get him to recognize you in the spectator, invisible

from the stage, to whom he is united by the mediation of death.
It is therefore always in the relation between the subject's ego (*oD

and the 'I' (i4 of his discourse that you must understand the meaning of
the discourse if you are to achieve the dealienation of the subject.

But you cannor possibly achieve this if you cling to the idea that thc

ego of the subject is identical with the presence that is speaking to you.
This error is fostered by the terminology of the analytic topographS

which is all too tempting to an objectifying cast of mind, allowing it
to make an almost imperceptible mansition from the concept of the ego
defined as the perception-consciousness system, that is, as the system

of the objectification of the subject - to the concept of the ego as correla-

tive with an absolute reality and thus, in a singular return of the repressed
in psychologistic thought, to rediscover in the ego the 'function of thc
,.ul'in relation to which Pierre Janet, for instance, orders his psychological
concePtions.

Such a transition can occur only when it has not been recognized that
in the works of Freud the topography of the ego, the id, and the superego
is subordinated to the metapsychology whose terms he was propounding
at the same period and without which the nev/ toPography becomel
meaningless. Thus analysts became involved in a sort of psychological
orthopaedics that is still having its effect.

Michael Balint has analysed in a thoroughly penetrating v/ay the in.
tricate interaction of theory and technique in the genesis of a new cotl-
ception of analysis, and he finds no better term to indicate the problem
than the catchphrase, borrowed from Rickman, of the advent of a 'two-

body psychology'.
It couldn't be better put. Analysis is becoming the rclation of two
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lrodies between which is established a phantasmic communication in u'hich
rlre analyst teaches the subject to apprehend himself as an object; sub-
icctivity is admitted into it only within the parentheses of the illusion,
.tnd speech is placed on the index of a search for the lived experience that
bccomes its, supreme aim, but the dialectically necessary result appears
in the fact that, since the subjectivity of the analyst is free of all terliaint,
lris subiectivity leaves the subject at the mercy of every summons of his
tpeech.

Once the intrasubjective topography has become enrified, it is in fact
rcalized in the division of labour between the two subjects involved. And
rlris deformed usage of Freud's formula that all that is of the id musr
lrccome of the ego appears under a demystified form; the subject, trans-
lirrmed into a celarer has to conform to an ego in which the analyst will
lrave little trouble in recognizing his ally, since in actual fact it ii to the
.rrralyst's ego that the subject is expected to conform.

This is precisely that process expressed in many a theoretical formula-
rion of the'splitting of the ego'in analysis. Half of the subject's eg.o passes
( )ver to the other side of the wall that separates the analysand from the
.rnalyst, then half of that hal{ and so on, in an asymptotic procession
rlrat will never succeed, however far it advances into the opinion that the
'.trbjecthas acquired of himself, in cancelling out the whole of the margin
li'rm which he can go back on the aberration of the analysis.

But howcould thesubjectof atype of analysiswhose axis is theprinciple
rlrat all his formulations are systems of defence be defended agiinrt ih.
r,tal disorientationinwhich thisprincipleleavesthe dialectic of theanalystl

Freud's interpretation, whose dialectical method appears so clearly in
rlrc case of Dorare2 does not present these dangers, for, when the analyst's
l,rcjudices (that is to say, his counter-transference, a term whose use in
rny opinion clnnot be extended beyond the dialectical reasons for the
.r'ror) have misled him in his intervention, he pays the price for it on the
.,pot by a negative transference. For this negative transference manifests

'tsclf with a force that is all the greater the further such an analysis has
.rlrcady involved the subject in an authentic recognition, and what usually
rt'sults is the breaking offof the analysis.

This is exactly what happened in Dora's case, because of Freud's
rt'lcntless persistance in wanting to make her recognize the hidden object
,,1'lrer desire in the person of Herr K, in whom the constituting presump-
li,tls of his counter-transference lured him into seeing the promise of her
l r . rppincss.
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Dora herself was undoubtedly deceived in this relation, but she did
not resent any the less the fact that Freud, too, was deceived. But she
came back to see him, after a delay of fifteen months in which the fateful
cipher of her 'time for understanding' is inscribed, we can sense her
embarking on a deception that she had been deceiving, and the conver-
gence of this second-degree deception with the aggressive intention
imputed to her by Freud - and not inaccurately, but without his recogniz-
ing what it actually sprang from - presents us with the rough outline of
the intersubjective complicity that any'analysis of resistances' sure of its
rights might have perpetuated between them. There can be little doubt
that with the means now offered us by the progress of our technique,
this human error could have been extended beyond the limits of the
diabolical.

None of this is of my own invention, for Freud himself later recognized
the prejudicial source of his defeat in his own mdconnaissance at the time
of the homosexual position of the obfect at which the hysterical subject's
desire was aimed.e3

No doubt the whole process that has culminated in this present tend-
ency of psychoanalysis goes back, and from the very first, to the analyst't
guilty conscience about the miracle operated by his speech. He interprets
the symbol and, lo and behold, the symptom, which inscribes the symbol
in letters of suffering in the subject's flesh, disappears. This unseemly
thaumaturgy is unbecoming to us, for after all we are scientists, and magic
is not a practice'we can defend. So we disclaim responsibility by atmibut-
ing magical thinking to the patient. Before long we'Il be preaching the
Gospel according to Ldvy-Bruhl to him. But in the meantime, lo and
behold, we have become thinkers again, and have re-established the proper
distance between ourselves and our patients - a traditional distance that
was perhaps a little too recklessly abandoned, a distance expressed so
nobly in the words of Pierre Janet when he spoke of the feeble abilitier
of the hysterical subiect compared to our own lofty position. The poor
little thing, he confides to us, 'she understands nothing about science, and
doesn't even imagine how anybody could be interested in it. . . . If wc
consider the absence of control that characterizes their thinking, instead
of allowing ourselves to be scandalized by their lies, which, in any case,
are very naive, we should rather be astonished that there are so many
truthful ones', and so on.

Since these words represent the feelings to which many present-day
analysts who condescend to talk to the patient 'in his orvn language'
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have returned, they may help us to undersrand what has happened in the
meantime. For if Freud had been capable of subscribing to such feelings,
liow would he have been able to hear as he did the truth enclosed within
the little stories of his first patients, or decipher a gloomy delusion like
Schreber's to the point of extending it to embrace man eternally bound to
his symbolsl

Is our reason so weak that it cannot recognize itself on equal terms in
the mediation of scientific discourse and in the primary exchange of the
symbolic object, and cannot rediscover there the identical measure of its
original cunningl

Need I point out what the yardstick of 'thought' is worth ro prac-
titioners of an experience that is occupied rather more closely with an
intestinal eroticism than with an equivalent of actionl

Need I point out that I do not have to resort to 'thought' to understand
that if I am talking to. you in this momenr of speech, it is in so far as we
lrave in common a technique of speech that enables you to understand me
rvhen I speak to you, and which disposes me to address myself through
you to those who understand nothing of that techniquel

Certainly we must be attentive to the 'un-said' that lies in the holes of
the discourse, but this does not mean that we are to listen as if to someone
knocking on the other side of a wall.

For if we are to concern ourselves from now on with nothing but these
s,runds, as some analysts pride themselves on doing, it must be admitted
lltat we have not placed ourselves in the most favourable conditions to
tlccipher their meaning. 'Without first racking our brains to understand
tlris meaning, how can one translate what is not of itself languagel Led in
rlris way to appeal to the subject, since it is after all to his account that we
ttrust transfer this understandingr w€ shall implicate him with us in the
wager, a v/ager that we understand him and then wait until a return makes
rus both winners. As a result, in continuing to perform this shuttling back
.r'd forth, he will learn quite simply to set the pace himself, a form of
\u(Bestion that is no worse than any other - in other words, a form of
:iuqgestion in which, as in every other form of suggestion, one does not
know who is keeping the score. The procedure is recognized as being
t,,und enough when it is a question of being six feet under.ea

IJalf-way to this extreme the question arises: does psychoanalysis
rt:tnain a dialectical relation in which the non-action of the analyst guides
rlrc subject's discourse towards the realization of his truth, or is it to be
rctluccd to a phantasmatic relation in which 'two abysses brush against
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each other' without touching, while the whole gamut of imaginary re-
gressions is exhausted - like a sort of 'bundling'es pushed to its extreme
limits as a psychological experiencei

In fact, this illusion that impels us to seek the reality of the subiect
beyond the language barrier is the same as that by which the subject
believes that his truth is already given in us and that we know it in advance;
and it is moreover as a result of this that he is wide open to our objectify-
ing intervention.

But for his part, no doubt, he does not have to answer for this subiective
error which, whether it is avowed or not in his discourse, is immanent in
the fact that he has entered analysis, and that he has already concluded the
original pact involved in it. And the fact that we find in the subjectivity
of this moment the reason for what can be called the constituting effects
of the transference - in so far as they are distinguished by an index of
reality from the constituted effects that succeed them - is all the more
ground for not neglecting this subjectivity.'u

Freud, let it be recalled, in touching on the feelings involved in the
transference, insisted on the need to distinguish in it a factor of reality.
He concluded that it would be an abuse of the subject's docility to want to
persuade him in every case that these sentiments are a mere transferential
repetition of the neurosis.e? Consequently, since these real feelings mani-
fest themselves as primary and since the charm of our o'wn persons remains
a doubtful factor, there would seem to be some mystery here.

But this mystery becomes clarified if it is viewed within the pheno-
menology of the subject, in so far as the subject constitutes himself in the
search for truth. One has only to go back to the traditional givens - which
the Buddhists could provide us with, although they are not the only ones
who could - to recognize in this form of the transference the normal error
of existence, under the three headings of love, hate, and ignorance. It is
therefore as a counter-effect of the movement of analysis that we shall
understand their equivalence in what is called an originally positive trans-
ference - each one being illuminated by the other two under this existen-
tial aspect, if one does not except the third, which is usually omitted
because of its proximity to the subject.

Here I evoke the invective through which I was called on as a witness
to the lack of discretion shown by u certain work (which I have already
cited too often) in its senseless objectification of the play of the instincts
in analysis, by someone whose debt to me can be recognized by his use
of the term 'real' in conformity with mine. It was in these words tltat,
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:rs people say, he 'unburdened his heart': 'It is high time ro pur an end to
r he fraud that tends to perpetrate the belief that anything real whatsoever
takes place during treatment.' Let us leave aside what has befallen it, for
alas, if analysis has not cured the dog's oral vice of which the Gospel
speaks, its condition is worse than before: it is other people's vomit that
it laps up.

For this sally was not ill directed, since it sought in fact to distinguish
between those elementary registers whose grounding I later put forward
in these terms: the symbolic, the imaginary, and the real - a distinction
never previously made in psychoanalysis.

Reality in the analytic experience does in fact often remain veiled under
negative forms, but it is not too difficult to situate it.

Reality is encountered, for instance, in what we usually condemn as
active interventions; but it would be an error to define the limit of reality
in this way.

For it is clear on the other hand that the analyst's abstention, his refusal
to reply, is an element of reality in analysis. More exactly, it is in this
negativity in so far as it is a pure negativity - that is, detached from any
particular motive - that lies the junction between the symbolic and the
real. This naturally follows from the fact that this non-action of the analyst
is founded on our firm and stated knowledge of the principle that all that
is real is rational, and on the resulting precept that it is up to the subject
to show what he is made of,

The fact remains that this abstention is not maintained indefinitely;
when the subject's question has taken on the form of true speech, we give
it the sanction of our reply, but thereby we have shown that true speech
already contains its own reply and that we are simply adding our own lay
to its antiphon. 

'What 
can this mean except that we do no more than to

confer on the subject's speech its dialectical punctuarionl
The other moment in which the symbolic and the real come together

is consequently revealed, and I have already marked it theoretically: that
is to szl/, in the function of time, and this makes it worth pausing for a
rnoment to consider the technical effects of ;ime.

Time plays its role in analytic technique in several'ways.
It presents itself first of all in the total duration of the analysis, and

involves the meaning to be given to the termination of the analysis, which
is the question that must precede that of the signs of its end. I shall touch
on the problem of fixing its termination. But it is now clear that this dura-
tion can only be anticipated for the subject as indefinite.
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This is for rwo reasons that can only be distinguished in a dialectical

Perspective:- 
The first, which is linked to the limits of our field, and which confirms

my remarks on the definition of its confines: 'we cannot predict for the

r.rbj..t what his 'time for understanding' will be, in so far as it includes a

psychological factor that escapes us as such'
- 

The seiond, which is properly of the subject and through which the

fixing of a termination is equivalent to a spatializing projection in which

he finds himself already alienated from himself at the very beginning:

from the moment that the coming-to-term of his ruth can be predicted -

wharever may come about in the ensuing interval in the intersubjective

relation of the subject and the analyst - the fact is that the truth is already

there. That is to say that in this way we re-establish in the subject his

original mirage in so far as he places his truth in us, and that if we then

give him the sanction of our authority, 'we are setting the analysis off

on an aberrant path whose results will be impossible to correct.

This is precisely what happened in the celebrated case of the Wolf Man,

and Freud so well understood its exemplary importance that he took sup-

port from it again in his article on finite or indefinite analysis.es
- 

The fixingln advance of a termination to an analysis, a first form of

active intervention, inaugurated (pro pudor!) by Freud himself,ee what-

ever maybe the divinatory sureness (in the proPer sense of the term)loo

of which the analyst may give proof in following his example, will

invariably leave the subject in the alienation of his truth-

Moreover, we find the confirmation of this point in two facts from

Freud's case:
In the first place, in spite of the whole cluster of proofs demonstrating

the historicity of the primal scene, in spite of the conviction that he shows

concerning it - remaining imperturbable to the doubts that Freud metho-

dically cast on it in order to test him - the'Wolf Man never managed in spite

of it all to integrate his recollection of the primal scene into his history.

Secondly, rhe same patient later demonstrated his alienation in the most

categorical way, in a paranoid form.
It is true that here there is at work another factor through which reality

intervenes in the analysis - namely, the gift of money whose symbolic

value I shall save to treat of elsewhere, but whose import is indicated in

what I have already said concerning the link between speech and the

constituring gift of primitive exchange. In this case the gift of money is

reversed by an initiative of Freud's in which, as muclt as in his insistence
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on coming back to the case, we can recognize the unresolved subjectifi-
cation within him of the problems that thls case leaves in suspense. And
nobody doubts that this was a factorjn the subsequent onset of the psycho-
sis, however without really being able to ,uy *hy.

Surely it is understood nevertheless that admitting a subject to be
nurtured in the Prytaneumlor of psychoanalysis in return for services
lie renders to science as a case available for study (for it was in fact through
a grouP collection that the Wolf Man *m r.tpported), is also to initiate
and establish him in the alienation of his trr'rthi

The material of the supplementary analysis of the \Volf Man under-
taken by Ruth Mack Brunswicklo2 illustrates the responsibility of the
previous rreatment with Freud by demonsrrating 

-y 
t.-urks on the

resprctive places of speech and language in psychoanaiytic mediation.
what is more, i, 

ir i1 theperspective of speech and ianguage that one
can grasP how Ruth Mack Brunswick has ttot at all takei hJr bearings
incorrectly i" her delicate position in relation to the mansference. fl[e
reader will be reminded of the very wall of my metaphor of the language
barrier, in that the wall figures in one of the WolfManis dreams, the *ot"-.,
of the-key-dream showing themselves eager to get around it . . .; Those
who folloa 

-y 
seminar know all this, und th" ithers can try their hand

at it if they like.lo3
\Vhat I want to do is to touch on another aspect of analysis that is

particularly ticklish at the moment, that of the frnction of iime in the
technique of analysis. I wish to say something about the duration of the
session.

Once again it is a question of an element that manifestly belongs to
reality, since it represents our working time, and from that angle iifalls
under the heading of the prevalent professional rule.

^ 
By, its subjective effects are no lJss important - and in the first place

io^t 
!h. analyst. The taboo nature that has recently characterized discussion

'rf this time limit Proves well enough that the sublectivity of the psycho-
;uralytic group is not at all entirely free in this respe.t, 

"nj 
the scruprrlo,rr,

not to say obsessional, character that the observation of a standaid time
lirnit takes on for some if not most analysts - a standard whose historical
and geographical variation seems nevlrtheless to bother no one - is
ccrtainly the sign of the existence of a problem that they are all the more
rcluctant to deal with because they r.ulir. to what extent it would entail
. putting into question of the function of the analyst.

On the other hand, nobody can possibly fail to r..ognize its importance
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for the subject in analysis. The unconscious, it is said, in a tone that is all

the more evident in pioportion as the speaker is less :uPull1of 
justifying

what he means - the unconscious needs time to reveal itself. I quite agr€e'

But I ask: how is this time to be measuredl Is its measure to be that of what

Alexandre Koyr6 calls 'the universe of precision'l obviously we live

in this universe, but its advent for man is relatively recent, since it goes

U..r. precisely io Hrryghens' clock - in other words, to 1659 - and the

moloirc of 
-odertt 

*u" does not exactly indicate that this precision is in

itself a liberatirrg fu.ro, for him. Are *e to say that this time, the time of

the fall of hea.r! bodies, is in some way sac-red in the sense that it cor-

responds to the time of the stars as they were {*-.d 
in eternity by God who,

u, Li.hr.nberg pur it, winds ,rp o,rr sundialsi.Perhaps we migh! Se1 a

somewhat b.tt.i idea of time ty comparing the time required for the

creation of a symbolic object with the moment of inattention when we let

it fall.
However this may be, if the labour of our function during this time

remains problematii t believe I have brought out clearly enough the

function of labour in what the patient brings to rcalization during that time'

But the reality of this time, vrhatever that reality may be, conseq":"ll-y

takes on a locaiized value from it: that of receiving the product of this

labour.
We play a recording role by assuming the function, fundamental in

urry ,y*boli. .*.h ungJrof gatheting whit do kamo, man in his authen'

ticity, calls 'the lasting word'.l04
As a witness called to account for the sincerity of the subiect, depositary

of the minutes of his discourse, reference as to his exactitude, guarantor

of his uprightness, custodian of his testament, scrivener of his codicils,

the analyst-has scimething of the scribe about him.

Brrt uforre all he ,.*.ii, the master of the truth of which this discourse

is the progress. As I have said, it is he above all who Punctuates itg

dialectic. And here he is apprehended as the iudge of the value of this

discourse. This entails two consequences'

The suspension of a sessior, .ui-rrro t not be experie-1c-ed by the subject

"r 
;;;;;iiu,io" in his progress. We know ,r.ty well how he calculater

-  : . -  ^ , - - t^- ,^ ^-+i^. , I^+o i+ r , -ntr  h i"  n lxrn . le lawq or even
iir .J-i"g-to-term in oideito articulate it uPon his own delays, or even

!  - - t -

,rpon the ioopholes he leaves himself, how he anticipates its t^"d by weig6-^

ing it like a v/eaPon, by watching out for it as he would for a place of

shelter.
It is a factrwhich can be plainly seen in the study of the manuscripts of
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symbolic writings, whether it is a question of the Bible or of the Chinese
canonicals, that the absence of punctuation in them is a source of am-
biguity. The punctuation, once inserted, fixes the meaning; changing the
punctu:rtion renews or upsets it; and a faulty punctuation amounts to a
change for the worse.

The indifference with which the cutting up of the 'timing'los interrupts
the moments of haste within the subject can be fatal to the conclusion
towards which his discourse was being precipitated, or can even fix a
rnisunderstanding or misreading in it, if not furnish a pretext for a re-
taliatory ruse.

Beginners seem more struck by the effects of this fact than others -
which makes one think that for the others it is simply a matter of sub-
mitting to routine.

Certainly the neutrality that we manifest in strictly applying the rule
concerning the length of the session maintains us in the path of our non-
action.

But this non-action has its limits, otherwise there would be no inter-
ventions at all - and why make an intervention impossible at this point,
which is consequently privileged in this wayl

The danger that this point may take on an obsessional value for the
:uralyst rests simply in the fact that it lends itself to the connivance of the
subject, a connivance that is not only overt for the obsessional subject,
but which takes on a special force for him, precisely from his feelings about
his labour. The keynote of forced labour that envelops everything for
tltis subject, even the activities of his leisure time, is only too well known.

This meaning is sustained by his subjective relation to the master in
so far as it is the master's death for which he waits.

In fact the obsessional subject manifests one of the attitudes that
Ilegel did not develop in his dialectic of the master and the slave. The
slave has given way in face of the risk of death in which mastery was
being offered to him in a struggle of pure prestige. But since he knows
tlrat he is mortal, he also knows that the master can die. From this moment
,n he is able to accept his labouring for the master and his renunciation of
pleasure in the meantimel and, in the uncertainty of the moment when the
nraster will die, he waits.

Such is the intersubjective reason, as much for the doubt as for the

lrrocrastination that are character traits of the obsessional subject.
In the meantime, all his labour falls under the heading of this intention,

.rnd becomes doubly alienating by this fact. For not only is the subject's
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handiwork taken from hirir by another - which is the constituting relation
of all labour - but the subject's recognition of his own essence in his
handiwork, in which this labour finds its justification, also eludes him,
for he himself 'rs not in it'. He zs in the anticipated moment of the master's
death, from which moment he will begin to live, but in the meantime he
identifies himself with the master as dead, and as a result of this he is
himself already dead.

Nevertheless he makes an effort to deceive the master by the demon-
stration of the good intentions manifested in his labour. This is what the
dutiful children of the analytic catechism express in their rough and ready
way by saying that the subject's ego is trylng to seduce his superego.

This intrasubjective formulation becomes immediately demystified
once it is understood in the analytic relation, where the subject's'working
through' is in fact employed for the seduction of the analyst.

Nor is it by chance that, from the moment that the dialectical progress
begins to approach the questioning of the intentions of the ego in our
subiects, the phantasy of the analyst's death - often felt in the form of
fear or even of anxiety - never fails to be produced.

And the subject then sets off again in an even more demonstrative
elaboration of his 'good will'.

How, then, can 'we doubt the effect of any disdain shown by the master
towards the product of such labourl The subject's resistance may even
become completely disconcerted because of it.

From this moment, his alibi * hitherto unconscious - begins to unveil
itself for him, and he can be seen passionately in quest of the justification
of so many efforts.

I would not have so much to say about it if I had not been convinced
that, in experimenting with what have been called my short sessions, at a
stage in my experience that is now concluded, I was able to bring to light
in a certain male subject phantasies of anal pregnancy as well as the drearn
of its resolution by Caesarean section, in a delaying of the end of the
session where I would otherwise have had to go on listening to his
speculations on the art of Dostoievsky.

However, I am not here to defend this procedure, but to show that it
has a precise dialectical meaning in its technical application.l06

And I am not the only one to have remarked that it ultimately becomes
onewith the technique known as Zen, which is applied as the means of the
subiect's revelation in the traditional ascesis of certain Far Eastern schools.

'Without 
going to the extremes to which this technique is carried, since
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they would be contrary to certain of the limitations imposed by ours, a
discreet application of its basic principle in analysis seems much more
acceptable to me than certain modes of analysis known as the analysis of
resistances, in so far as this technique does not in itself entail any danger
of the subject's alienation.

For this technique only breaks the discourse in order to deliver speech.
Here we are then, at the foot of the wall, at the foot of the language

barrier. 'We are in our place there, that is to say, on the same side as the
patient, and it is on this wall - the same for him as for us - that we shall
try to respond to the echo of his speech.

Beyond this wall, there is nothing for us but outer darkness. Does this
n)ean that we are entirely masters of the situationl Certainly not, and on
rhis point Freud has bequeathed us his testament on the negative thera-
pcutic reaction.

The key to this mystery, it is said, is in the agency of a primordial
rnasochism - in other words, in a pure manifestation of that death instinct
ru'hose enigma Freud propounded for us at the height of his experience.

V/e cannot turn up our noses at this problem, any more than I can

l)ostpone examination of it here.
For I note that this same refusal to accept this culminating point of

l"reud's doctrine is shared by those who conduct their analysis on the
lrasis of a conception of the ego whose error I have denounced, and by
t lrose whom, like Reich, go so far with the principle of seeking the ineffable
, rrq?flic expression beyond speech that, like him, in order to deliver it
lrom its armour, they might symbolize, as he does, the orgasmic induction
rlr.rt, like him, they expect from analysis, in the superimposition of the
t\\'c) vermicular forms whose stupefying schema may be seen in his book

',rr character analysis.
Such a combination will no doubt allow me an optimistic view of the

r iqour of the formations of the mind, when I have demonstrated the pro-
l,uod relationship uniting the notion of the death instinct to the problems
,,1 'speech.

As a moment's reflection shows, the notion of the death instinct in-
r,,lves a basic irony, since its meaning has to be sought in the conjunction
,rl two contrary terms: instinct in its most comprehensive acceptation
1,,'itrq the law that governs in its succession a cycle of behaviour whose
1,,,.r1 is the accomplishment of a vital function; and death appearing first
,,1 :rll as the destruction of life.

Ncvertheless, both the definition of life, given by Bichat at the dawn
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of biology, as being the whole set of forces that resist death; as well ar
the most modern conception of life - to be found in Cannon's notion of
homeostasis - as the function of a system maintaining its own equilibrium,
are there to remind us that life and death are compounded in a polar
relation at the very heart of phenomena related to life.

So the congruence between the contrasted terms of the death instinct
and the phenomena of repetition to which Freud's explanation in fact
related them under the term'automatism'10? ought not to cause difficultS
if it were simply a question of a biological notion.

But we all know very well that it is not a question of biology, and thir
is what makes this problem a stumbling block for so many of us. The fact
that so many people come to a halt on the apparent incompatibility of
these terms might well be worth our attention in that it manifests a dialec.
tical innocence that rvould probably be somewhat disconcerted by thc
classical problem posed to semantics in the determinative declarationi
a hamlet on the Ganges, by which Hindu aesthetics illustrates the second
form of the resonances of language.tot

This notion must be approached through its resonances in what I shall
call the poetics of the Freudian corpus, the first way of access to the penc.
tration of its meaning, and the essential dimension, from the origins of th
work to the apogee marked in it by this notion, for an understanding of io
dialectical repercussions.It must be remembered, for example, that Freud
tells us he found his vocation for medicinein thecall heard during a publio
reading of Goethe's famous 'Hymn to Nature' - in that text brought to
light bya friend in which the poet, in the declining years of his life, agreed
to recognize a putative child of the most youthful effusions of his pen.

At the other end of Freud's life, we find in the article on analysb
considered as finite or indefinite, the express reference of his new con
ception to the conflict of the two principles to which the alternation
universal life was subjected by Empedocles of Agrigentum in the fifth
century B.c. - that is, in the pre-Socratic period where nature and mi
were not distinguished.loe

These two facts are a sufficient indication that here it is a quesdon
a myth of the dyad, whose exposition by Plato is in any case evoked in
Beyond the Pleasure Principle, a myth that can only be understood in tln
subjectivity of modern man by its elevation to the negativity of the judgc.
ment in which it is inscribed.

This is to say that, in the same was as the repetition compulsion - dl
the more misunderstood by those rvho wish to dividc thc two terms from
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cach other - has in view nothing less than the histonzing temporality of
rlre experience of transferencerllo so does the death instinct essentially
('xpress the limit of the historical function of the subject. This limit is
<lcath - not as an eventual coming-to-term of the life of the individual,
nor as the empirical certainty of the subiect, but, as Heidegger's formula
Jruts it, as that 'possibility which is one's ownmosr, unconditional, un-
supersedable, certain and as such indeterminable (uni6erholbare)'r111 {br
rhe subject -'subject'understood as meaning the subject defined by his
lristoricity.

Indeed, this limit is at every instant present in what this history pos-
\csses as achieved. This limit represents the past in its real form, that is to
s;ry, not the physical past whose exisrence is abolished, nor the epic
l)ast as it has become perfected in the work of memory, nor the historic

lrast in which man finds the guarantor of his future, but the past which
rcveals itself reversed in repetition.ll2

This is the dead partner taken by subjectivity in the triad which its
rrrcdiation institutes in the univeral conflict of Philia, 'love', and Neikos,
'tl iscord'.

There is therefore no further need to have recourse to the ourworn
notion of primordial masochism in order to understand the reason for the
rt'petitive games in which subjectivity brings together mastery of its
,h'reliction and the birth of the symbol.

These are the games of occultationl 13 which Freud, in a flash of genius,
rt'vealed to us so that we might recognize in them that the moment in
ru'lrich desire becomes human is also that in which the child is born into
I.rnguage.

We can now grasp in this the fact that in this moment the subject is not
''irnply mastering his privation by assuming it, but that here he is raising
lris desire to a second power. For his action destroys the object that it
r.ruS€s to appear and disappear in the anticipating proyocation of its
.rbsence and its presence. His action thus negatives the field of forces of
,lt'sire in order to become its own obiect to itelf. And this object, being
rrnrnediately embodied in the symbolic dyad of two elementary exclama-
ri,nS, announces in the subject the diachronic integration of the dichotomy
,,1' the phonemes, whose synchronic structure existing language offers
r,, his assimilation; moreover, the child begins to become engaged in the
',\/stem of the concrete discourse of the environment, by reproducing
rlr()rc or less approximately in his Fort! and in his Da! the vocables that
lrt' rcceives from it.
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Fort! Da! It is precisely in his solitude that the desire of the
child has already become the desire of anotherrof an alter ego who do
ates him and whose object of desire is henceforth his own affiiction.

If the child now addresses himself to an imaginary or real partner,
will also see this partner obey the negativity of his discourse, and si
his appeal has the effect of making the partner disappear, he will seek
a banishing summons the provocation of the return that brings the pa
back to his desire.

Thus the symbol manifests itself first of all as the murder of the
and this death constitutes in the subject the eternalization of his

The first symbol in which we recognize humanity in its vestigial
is the sepulture, and the intermediary of death can be recognized in
relation in which man comes to the life of his history.

This is the only life that endures and is true, since it is transmi
without being lost in the perpetuated tradition of subject to su
How is it possible not to see how loftily this life transcends that inheri
by the animal, in which the individual disappears into the species, si
no memorial distinguishes his ephemeral apparition from that which
reproduce it again in the invariability of the type.In fact, apart from
hypothetical mutations of the plrylum that must be integrated by .
jectivity that man is still only approaching from the outside - nothi
except the experiments to which man associates it, distinguishes aratf:
the rat, a horse from the horse, nothing except this inconsistent
from life to death - whereas Empedocles, by throwing himself into M
Etna, leaves forever present in the memory of men this symbolic act
his being-for-death.

Man's freedom is entirely inscribed within the constituting triangle
the renunciation that he imposes on the desire of the other by the
of death for the enjoyment of the fruits of his serfdom - of the consent
to sacrifice of his life for the reasons that give to human life its measure 

-
and of the suicidal renunciation of the vanquished partner, depriving
his victory the master whom he abandons to his inhuman solitude.

Of these figures of death, the third is the supreme detour
which the immediate particularity of desire, reconquering its ineffabb
form, rediscovers in negation a final triumph. And we must recognir
its meaning, for we have to deal with it. This third figure is not in fact I
perversion of the instinct, but rather that desperate affirmation of lif'e thrt
is the purest form in which we recognize the death instinct.

The subject says 'No!' to this intersubjective game of hunt-thc-slippct
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rrr which desire makes itself recognizedfor amoment) only to become lost
rrr a will that is will of the other. Patiently, the subject withdraws his
l,rccarious life from the sheeplike conglomerations of the Eros of the
,,yrnbol in order to affirm it at the last in an unspoken curse.

So when we wish to attain in the subject what was before the serial
.rrticulations of speech, and what is primordial to the birth of symbols,

'r'c find it in death, from which his existence takes on all the meaning it
lrls. It is in effect as a desire for death that he affirms himself for others;
rf' he identifies himself with the other, it is by fixing him solidly in the
nrctamorphosis of his essential image, and no being is ever evoked by
lrirn except among the shadows of death.

To say that this mortal meaning reveals in speech a centre exterior to
l,rnguage is more than a metaphor; it manifests a structure. This structure
r'; different from the spatialization of the circumference or of the sphere
irr which some people like to schematize the limits of the living being and
lris milieu'l14 it corresponds rather to the relational group that symbolic
l, rsic designates topologically as an annulus.

If I wished to give an intuitive representation of it, it seems that, rather
rlran have recourse to the surface aspect of a zone, I should call on the
rlrree-dimensional form of a torus, in so far as its peripheral exteriority
.rnd its central exteriority constitute only one single region.lls

This schema satisfactorily expresses the endless circularity of the
rlialectical process that is produced when the subject brings his solitude
t, realizzrtion, be it in the vital ambiguity of immediate desire or in the full
,rssumption of his being-for-death.

But by the same fact it can be grasped that the dialectic is not individual,
.rnd that the question of the termination of the analysis is that of the
rrtoment when the satisfaction of the subiect finds a way to realize himself
rn the satisfaction of everyone - that is to say, of all those whom this
'.,rtisfaction associates with itself in a human undertaking. Of all the
rrndertakings that have been proposed in this century, that of the psycho-
,rnalyst is perhaps the loftiest, because the undertaking of the psycho-
,rnalyst acts in our time as a mediator between the man of care and the
',rrbject of absolute knowledge.1l6 This is therefore why it requires a
lrtng subjective ascesis, and one which can never be interrupted, since the
.nd of the training analysis itself is not separable from the engagement of
rlrc subject in its practice.

Let it be renounced, then, by whoever cannot rejoin at its horizon the

"rrbjectivity of his time. For how could he possibly make his being the
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axis of so many lives if he knew nothing- of the.dialectic that engages him

with these lives i" 
" 

ry*lolic mov.*.rril Let him be well acquainted with

the whorl into *hi.tihis period draws him in the continued enterprise of

Babel, and let trim be .*.r. of his function as interprt'.t: i" 
the discord

;iil;""ges. As for the darkness of the mundusaround which the immense

tower is coiled, let him leave to the mystic vision the task of seeing in it

the putrescent serpent of life raised onan everlasting rod'117

I may U. p.r-irted a laugh if these remarks 
"r. ".."ted 

of turning the

meaning of Freud's work i*.y from the biologicll b.asit.hl would have

wished for it towards the culturul r.f.r.nces witf, which it isshot through'

I do not 'want to preach to you the doctrine of factor 6, designating the

firsr, nor of factor'c, designating the second. A11 I have tried to do is to

remind you of the misconrrrrr.f a, br-c of the structure of language, and

to teach you ro-spell once agail the forgo tten b-a, ba, of speech'l18

For wha, ,..ii. *""ia frria. t"l in"a technigue 
'h11 it 

comPosed.of

the first and dr#s its effeJt, fro* the second, if you did not recognize

the field.and the function of both?

The psychoanalytic experience has rediscovered in man the imperative

of the Word ., th. lu* tlhat has formed him in its image-' It manipulates

the poetic function of language to give to his desire its symbolic mediation'

M.y that experience .nutri. for, ,J understand at last ihut it is in the gift

of speech, ,, 6lf ail the reulity of its effects residesl for it is by way of this

gift that all reality has come ,o *^r, and it is by his continued act that he

maintains it.
If the domain defined by this gift of sPgeq is to be sufficient for your

action as also i;;;;;;mJ*l.dgZ,ir*it1 also be sufficient for your devo'

tion. For it offers it a privileged field'

when the Devas, the men) and the Asuras were ending,their novitiatc

with Praiapati, so v/e read in the second Brahmana of the fifth lesson

of the Bhrad-iranyaka Upanishad, they addressed to him this prayen

'Speak to us.'
'Do'rsaid PraiapAti, god-of thulit'' 'Did you hear mC 

*L:9P:::
,#;;;i 

^r#:irr?" 
rr*, .uia to us: Do*yoro, master.yourselves' -

c --  ^^-L

lil:H.'fi;;;".ning that the po*.".Lo* *l*i' to the,law:1:tt*
'D;rr.ia lr";.paillgoa of tht"tdtt' 'Di{you hear mei' And the men

answered una ,uid, 'ttilr, hast said to us: D-attar-giY" -'lt sacred teil

*..nittg rhut ** tecognize each.othtt by.*.t,gtft 
"ItPt:*;?;'::: *td il"r*ru;i "i ir'",'a.1r"'Did-vou h'a' ̂t I-|15

er#*'.Ji].i.d ffirlia",",in"u rras said to us: Dayadhyam,bc merciful'
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- the sacred text meaning that the powers below resound to the invocation
of speech.l2o

That, continues the text, is what the divine voice caused to be heard in
the thu.nder: Submission, gift, grace. Da da da.tzl

For PrajapAti replies to all: 'You have heard me.'

)x{
Notes

r. Ferenczi, 'Confusion of Tongues
berween the Adult and the Child',
International Journal of Psycho-Analysis
)tXX (r9a9), iv; zzl-3o.

z. English in the original [Tt.].
3. The reference is Rimbaud's The

Lice Seekers. The author in question is
the French analyst B6nassy [Tr.].

4. 'Put true and stable speech into my
rnouth and make of me a cautious
tongue' (The Internal Consolation, Chap-
rcr XLV: That one should not believe
('veryone and of slight stumbling over
rvords) [Tt.],

5. 'Always a cause' or 'keep talking'

I'r'.1.
6. Paragraph rewritten in 1966.
7. Boileau, L'Art Podtiquerl:
Hd,teTvous lentement; et, sans perdre

courage,
Vingt Jbis sur le mdtier remetrct yoffe

ouyrage;
lrr Pope's translation:

Gently make haste, of labour not
afraid

A hundred times consider what you've
said: fTr.).

tt. Previously I had written: 'in

1'',1'clrological matters . . .' Q966).
9. Paragtaph rewritten in 1966.
r o. This is the crux of a deviation as

"rrrcll practical as theoretical. For to
r,l.rrtify the ego with the discipline of the
.rrlrjcct is to confuse imaginary isolation
rrrrlr the mastery of the instincts. This
I rr'; on€ open to errors of judgement in
rlr,' conduct of the treatment: such as
trr urll to reinforce the ego in many neu-
r,r',r's caused by its overforceful structure

.urcl t l rat is a dead end. Hasn't  my

friend Michael Balint written that a re-
inforcement of the ego should be bene-
ficial to the subject suffering from
ejaculatio praecox because it would per-
mit him to prolong the suspension of his
desirel But this can surely not be so, if it
is precisely to the fact that his desire is
made dependent upon the imaginary
function of the ego that the subject owes
the short-circuiting of the act - which
psychoanalytic clinical experience shows
clearly to be intimately linked to nar-
cissistic identification with the partner.

rr. This is the same work that I
praised at the end of my Introduction.

[Added ry66.f It is clear in what follows
that aggressivity is only a lateral effect
of analytic frustration, even if this effect
can be reinforced by a certain type of
intervention; as such, this effect is not the
reason for the frustration/regression
dvad.

'rz. 
The allusion is to the function of

the &ssera as a token of recognition, or
'password'. The tessera was used in the
early mystery religions where fitting
together again the two halves of a broken
piece of pottery was used as a means of
recognition by the initiates - and in
Greece the tessera was called the sum-
bolon. The central concept involved in
the symbol is that of a li* [Tt.].

The allusion to Mallarm6 is to a pas-
sage in his preface to Ren€ Ghil's Trait€
du Verbe (1366); it can be found in the
Oeuyres complites (Paris: Pl6iade, 194y,

368 and 857) [Tr.].
13. The reference is to Reik's Listen-

ing with the Third Ear lTnl.
14. Verbaliserrin its legal sense, is the
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ecruivatent of 'to write a traffic ticket"

Plrdorc is a slang term for a policeman'

But verbaliser al{o has the sense of 'to

talk too long' [Tr.]-- 
tr. 'Le irrlbe'. 

-Like 'the Word', Ie

vrrb, t anslates the Greek 'Logos' [Tt']'
t6. The Greek 'ePos' maY variouslY

mean 'word', 'speech', 'tale', 
-'song',

'promise', 'sayingf 'message', andr. in the

plural, 'epic poetry', '1i19. of verse' tf*]'
' ,7.' Grti*^titt lVerke henceforth

abbieviated GItr/, XII: 7r; Cinq psych'

analvses. Presses Universitaires de France

heniefoith abbreviated PUF, 3J6, aweak

translation of the term.
fi. GW, Xrlz 72, n.r, la91 few lines'

The concept of Nachtrdglichkeit.is to be

found ottie mot" stressed in the note'

Cinq psychanalyses, 756, n't' Standard

Edition, XVII:4tr n.r.
rq. An article originally published in

French in the Revue Neurologique as

'L'H6r6dit6 et l'dtiologie des n6vroses"

See Standard Edition, III: 143-56' The

blunder denounced here illustrates among

oth"tt how the said authority measured

uD to his'leadershiP'.
'zo. The word-pliy is on'interlocution'

and' inte r loqud' fT r.f .
zr. Even if he is sPeaking 'off', he

addresses himself to tliat Other with a

caoital 'O' whose theoretical basis I have

co^nsolidated since this was written, and

which demands a certain epochd in the

resumption of the term io which I

limited myself at that time: that of inter-

subjectiviry'Qg6!). 
- 1

iz. I b&row these terrns from the late

Edouard Pichon who, both in the in-

Ji""tiottt he gave for the development of

our discipfinE and in those that guided

him in people's dark places, showed a

divination that I can atfribute only to his

oractice of semantics.
' ,J. English in the original [Tr']'

"i. 
[eJa"d 1966:] This reference to

the 
"plti" 

of Chrisiian-ity announced a

*or"'Dr""ise one in its Jansenist culmen:

a refeience to Pascal in fact, whose wager,

still intact, forced me to take the whole

question up again in order to get at what

it conceals, which is inestimable for

orv"hourrulysis - at this date (June ry('6)
ltiit i" ,"rL*". [Pascal's 'pari' on the i
iinfrni-rirn'is to 6e found in Pensde 211 j

of" ,h. Brunschvicq edition, 45 r of thc ;
Pl6iadeedit ion.] , t  *

25. 'There ite PeoPle. who would .!
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heard talk of lorr"l-iHi*r*'CXXXVL I
Garnier edition) [Tt.]. #

26. '(Jn vdriti de'La Palice'is a self' 
'!

evident truth, a truism [Tt.]. t
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24g6.'i9. 
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bY tho

chorus in the macironic Latin of thc

burlesqued ceremony with which

Molidre's Le Malade Imaginaire ends'

?o. This remark was made bY one of

thJ psychoanalysts most interested in

this debate (1966). . ;
rr. See Grgtn*un*chtrdume in thc i

T/ou*dert 
"gl 

GI'tr rt6-7 and 163-4; $
Standard Edition,W: r5r and 47-8' - $

32. Standard Edition, 
-VI 

(r9orl' Sq .

als-o 'The Psychical Mechanism o[ f

Forgetfulness' (is9s), Standard Editior4

frl:" 287, which is 
-reproduced 

-in 
tho

Psychopithology of Eue.ryday !-,ife, !'
Freud reported the incident to 'r lless ln

Letter 9Z of the Origins of Psyche cJ

anahsis (t9SD-
;\.I;;td;t to appreciate the resultl

of ih.r" procedures 
'the 

reader should

become thoroughly acguainted with thr

rol.t to be fouid in Emile Borel's bool

Le Hasard, and which I have sincr

li.".tlrted, on the actual trivialiry- of thr

."ffo."dly'remarkable' results obtaincd

Ly'f.ginning in this way with a particulr?

number (r966).

34. (Der WtTund selne B-e{2hu!g Un
Uib'r*irrtrn, lgot), Standard Ediiqr

VIII [Tr.].
*i Sird"rd Edition,YIII: ro6:'AnY'

on6 *ho has allowed the truth to slip oul

in an unguarded moment is in fact glrd

to be freJ of Pretence' [Tt']'
26. Standird EditioirYrll: ro;:'Thrf

jolies can also have a subiective deter

minant of this kind . . . It declares that
only_ what I allow to be a joke zs a joke'
lr'.1.
- 27. -E_sgrit 

translates 'wit', 'mind,,
'spirit', I have chosen to use'spirit'here,
ex_cept !11,h" quotation from-Freud, in
which l(it1 (wit) is used in the German,
and in the expression'esprit libre'('mind
free from cari'; [TtJ.

38. Cf. C. I. Oberndorf; 'Unsatis-

kgtory - 
Results of Psychoanalytic

Therapy', Psyc hoanalytic Quar terly, XIX :
393-407-

39. The '(rgon:yt9s- pacifques' sug-
gests the ti-tle of Malinowslii's bool,
Argonayry of the Western Pacifc [Tt.].
,.4o.. Cf._among othe_rs, Do- Kino, by
Maurice Leenhardt, Chapters IX 

'ani

X.

_ 4r. Jules H. Massermann, 'Language
Behaviour and Dynamic Psychiatr!',
IJP Qgag, r and z: r-8.

42. English in the original.
43. English in the original.
44. English in the original.

- 
4j.-'A- stone, two houses, three ruins,

four ditchdr_Agers, a garden, some flowers,
a raccoon' [Tr.].

46. That is, the Fort! Da!, where a
chjld's_ (phonemic) opposition O/A was
related by -Freud to 

-the 
presence and

absence of persons and 
- 

things. See
peyo.nd 

- 
the_. Pleasure Principle'-( r 9zo),

Standard Edition, XVI[, t+-iZ ITt.i.
47. 'An everlasting poisession,.

Thucydides, I, xxii: 'My histoly has been
composed to be an everlasting possession,
not the showpiece of an houi'^[Tr.].

^-49.-This 
proverb is the epigra h to

Claude L6vi-Strauss, Les 
- 
Strirturu

ildmentaires de la parentd, ry4g (Element-
ary Strucrures of Kinslzip, r97r), which is
alluded to more directly in the two
sentences that follow [Tt.].

4\ liers Livre, iii, ivl Quart Livre,
ix. Debts, says Panurge, are 'the con-
necting link between Earth and Heaven,
the unique mainstay of the human race;
<;ne,I believe, without which all mankind
would speedily perish'; they are .the

great soul of the universe' [Tr.].

yo. Cf., for example, his 'Introduction
I I'oeuvre de Marcel Mauss' (r9yo), where
he compares the notion of mani-to the
concept of the zero-phoneme introduced
into- phonology by Roman Jakobson
lr.J.

5t.'Par l'os et par la chair,. an
allusion to an anth?opological binary
oppo_sition brought out by Ldvi-strauss
in Les Stuctures dlimentaires de la
parentd Q9+r)) [T..].

;2. Aphorism of Lichtenberg's: .A

madman who imagines himself i prince
differs from the prince who is in fact
a prince only bicause the former is
a negative prince, while the latter is a
negative madman. Considered without
their sign, they are alike.'

t3. To obtain an immediate subjective
confirmation of this remark of Hegel's,
it is enough to have seen in the recent
m)D(omatosis epidemic a blinded rabbit
in the middle of a road, lifting the empti-
ness of his vision changed lnto a iook
towards the setting sun: he was human to
the point of the tragic.

y4. The lines before and after this
term will show what I mean bv it.

y;. Reich's error, to whiih I shall
return, caused him to take armorial
bearings for an armour.

y6. The palimpsest is a piece of parch-
ment or other writing material- from
which the writing hal been erased to
make way for a new text. Cf. Freud,s
discussion of recollection and memorv in
'A Note on the Mystic Writing Fad'
(-r-), Snndard Edition, XD(.2 zz7-32
lr'.1.
_ t7. 9f. 'The Mirror Stage', pp. r-7.
Lacan here uses the English" tianslations
for all three terms of the Freudian topo-
graphy [TtJ.

58. 'Men are not so necessarilv mad
that it would be being mad by another
kind of madness not to be mad'- (Pensdes,
Brunschvicq ed. 4t4, Pl€iade ed. rg+j
lr'J.
^ tg. Cj., in particular, Chapter V. of
?o"p P'yrholo7y ond tie ,4niy* of the
Ego (r9zr), Standard Edition, irvm.
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(ro. That is, 'guidance', 1s in the re-

filigi; ;;; 
"- 

Lta a;"'tion de consciences'

lTr.l.t'il. 
cr. Claude L6vi-Strauss, -'Lan-

g";;; una ,ft" Analysis of Sociallaws"

American AntnroPilogist, 53' No' 2

?A;;ttl;'e, rei r)' {5-q' (A'English

);;i;ri; 
'of'a'latei version of the

;;;i;i;-i; ;o be found in claude L6vi-

Siiu"tt, Strucrural Anthropology'-trans'
L. 

-i."lmo" 
."d B' G' SchoePf' New

Yori, London, 1963 [Tr']'
ez. The last four ParagraPhs nave

been rewritten (r966)
6t. 'Front d'airain' - an alluslon to

U"iaffi.- ioi d'oi'oin, the'iron law of

wages'[TtJ.
EO. ttt.t.," two paragraphs have been

dications as the opportunity presented

itself (1966). Four paragraphs rewrltten'
'-"..';irt.i 

Theory 
- 

ol Symbolism"

Ai;i;'n- foturnal of Psychology, \ (z)'

n""ti",Ja in hi; PiPers on PsYcho'

)"ilil*.tondon, 5th ed', I9+s' Cf' the

articL: ;A lu mdmoire d'Ernest Jones:
S"t tu theorie du sYmbolism"'z lo
Psychanalyse, V (t16") z r-zo; Lcrtts'

6gl-7tz-  , .'''rol.-'i'he 
,"f"rence is to the teaching

of 
'AbhinuvaguPta (ttryh century)' Cf'

Iit--K;;;i ehandra - PandeY,. 'Indian

Aesthetics', Chowkamba S'anskrtt Jertes'

Studies, II, Benares' rgto: . , ,"-;;. 
i; hi, 'A,,"lYtis-Terminable and

ki"i-inubl"' (rlli), Standard Edition'

XXIII: zt9.- 
76. Engtistr in the original' ,
,r. nris- Kris, 'Ego 

-PsYchologY and

Ini# t"iuti on', Psycioanalytic Quarterly'

XX, No. r (January, I95t):  r t-2% rn

ourri..,tut the passagi quotedon PP' 27-8'

78. English in the original'

ro. Ettltish in the original'

t!". VuiugtaPh rewritten (1966)'
gr. Enefish^in the original'

82. ThIs for the use of whoever can

still understand it after going to Littr6 to

ir"t f* itte iustification of i theory. that

-"f."t- 
tf sple.h an 'action beside" by

,^f*'ilttf#on that Littr6 does in fact

ni"" of tn" Greek parabole.(but why not
raction towards'i) without . .havlng

".ii..a 
at the same time that if this word

uL*"u, designates what it means' it it

i"."it" of Jcclesiastical usage- that sincl

th" t"rlth century has reserv-ed the word

'W'ord' for the Logos incarnate'. .
81. 'You wouli not be looking ft'rr

*""iiv* hua not already found me" thc

;;;J oi ctt.it, in Le mYstire de Jesus'
'i;tLt 

<grunschvicq ed' 551' Pl6iadc

ed. zt6) [T'.].
s+. Each luttgttog" has its own. tasto

in transmission, and since the Iegtttmacy

of such research is founded on its succctllt

".ifti"n 
forbids us to draw a moral from

iil-Cn",.tia"t, for example, tl-re maxim

oir",.,"a to tlre prefatory notc as atr cpl'

gr"plt. [l-n paiticulicr, il nc laudra prr

rewritten (r966).
6t . ' .  .  .  ih" t faugust lvoice,  .  -- 

Who knows herselJ whe.n she smgs

To be no longer the Yotce -oJ 
anYone

As much ot th' wice of the waYes

and woods"
(Val6ry: La PYthie') .

66. On .tt. Cutit"an hypothesis and

Hrrvshens' chronometer, cf" Alexandre

ii;+ i'd;L Experiment in Measurement"
-iiiitJi;"r' o|"h, A meric an P hilo.s ophical
S"riti",, e"7 (h.pril, ryfi}(The last two
parag-raphs of my text were rewntten rn

rq66.)''A:In'The 
Question of Lay Analysis'

( rc)26\. S tandari Editionr XX: 246'
' '68.'iB"t*".n man and love, there rs

woman. Between man and woman' there

it 
"-*ttfa. 

Between man and the world'

tltere is a wall' [Tt']'
6q. 'For I have seen with mY own eyes

*r" t,t-"un Sibyll hanging iryi9: a ial'
a^ni *h;;"""t btYt atli hett "What do

;; ;tttt, O SilYtf', she would re.PlY:
ii *irrr ,1 die." " This is the epitaph to

ii*ir."'ti Lord Qgzz);-Il'"n has

"frlav 
!"ot"a frorn The Hollow Men

(rlzl) [T'J:' '7o.' StonTord EditionrX: 167-8'

tt'.Ii 'rhe psYchotheluPy 9I HYt-

t"i*'(igll), Stindard Edition, rr: 288-

292.-'ir.I 
have fully developed these in-

Function and field of speech and language I I I

oublier que la s6paration en embryologie,
sociologie, clinique n'existe pas dans la
nature et qu'il n'y a qu'une discipline: la
neurobiologie i laquelle I'observation nous
oblige d'ajouter I'6pithdte d'humaine en
ce gui flous concerne.] Since it is so
laden with redundancies. its stvle mav
possibly appear a little fiut to yo". B"t
Iighten it of them, and its audacity will
get the enthusiasm it deserves: 'Parfaupe
ouclaspa nannanbryle anaphi ologi
psysocline ixispad anlana - 6gnia kune
n'rbiol' 6 blijouter tOtumaine ennoucong.
. . .' There we have the purity of its
message finally laid bare. There meaning
raises its head, there the avowal of being
emerges, and our victorious wit be-
queaths to the future its immortal imprint.

8y. 'The Therapeutic Effect of Inexact
Interpretationl a Contribution to the
'fheory of Suggestion', IJP, XII: 4.

36. Cf. S tandard Edition,XYlIz 8g-g7,
ro7-8, rrz-r) (and note). The lVespe
incident is reported on p.g4 [Tt.] .

87. Standard Edition, Xt zzj, z6o,
z8o-8r, 2g4-j. The original formula is
clecondensed on pp. z8o-8r, where the
condensation of 'Gisela' into 'S' is also
clemonstrated [Tr.].

88. 'Silence and Verbalization. A
Supplement to the Theory of the "Ana-
l)'tic Rule"', fJP, XXX: r.

89. Here equivalent for me to the
rcrm Zwangsbeftirchtung' obsessional or
r , rmpulsive (transitive) fearing', 'appre-
lrension', which needs to be rendered
urt() its component elements without
l,,si11g any of the semantic resources of
rlrc German language.

9o. This is the subject's 'constel/ation
l,,,niliale', the history and the internal
r,'l.rtionships of the subject's family -
rrr<l 'history' in the precise sense of both
r lived experience as well as of what the
,rr lr jcct is told by his parents about their
l , r , 's  [Tr. ] .

9 r. Literally 'that (thing)'. The French
| ,r tlre id is le 9a, but this cela - the
'1, lr t 'nomcnological '  object - is precisely
rr ,  , t  t l re ga fTr. l .

, ; : .  ' l i r ' : rqmcrrt of an Analysis of a

Case of Hysteria' (rgot), Standard
Edition, YlIz 7. It is here (pp. tr7-r8)
that Freud for the first time indicates the
importance of transference in the pro-
gress of psychoanalytic theory [Tt.].

93. Standard Edition, VII: rzo. The
account itself was published four years
after the breaking off of the analysis in
rgor [Tr.].

94. Two paragraphs rewritten Q966).
9y. This term refers to the custom, of

Celtic origin and still employed among
certain American Biblical sects, of allow-
ing a couple engaged to be married, or
even a passing guest and the daughter of
the house, to pass the night together in
the same bed, provided that they keep
their outdoor clothes on. The word
takes its meaning from the fact that the
girl is usually wrapped up tightly in
several sheets. (Quincey speaks of it. See
also the book by Aurand le Jeune on this
practice amongst the Amish people.)

In this way the myth of Tristan and
Iseult, and even the complex that it
represents, would henceforth act as a
sponsor for the analyst in his quest for
the soul betrothed to mystifying nuptials
via the extenuation of its instinctual
phantasies.

96. Thus what I have designated in
what follows as the support of rrans-
ference, namely, le sujet-supposti-savoir,
is to be found defined here (1966).

g7. Cf .'Observations on Transference-
Love' (t9tt), Standard Edition, XII:
r59 and, especially, 168 ff.

98. For this is the correct translation
of the two terms that have been rendered,
with that unfailing contresens already
noteci, by 'terminated and interminable
analysis'.

The usual French translation of the
title 'Die endliche und die unendliche
Analyse' (tgtZ), S tandar d E dition, XXItt,
is 'Analyse termin6e et analyse intermin-
able'; the English: 'Analysii Terminable
and Interminable'. Lacan renders the
title by 'analyse finie ou ind6finie' [Tt.].

g9. In the case of the \Molf Man, op.
cir . :  ro-r  r .
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roo. Cf. Aulus-Gellius, Attic Nights,
frr 4:

'In a trial, when it is a question of
knowing who shall be given the task
of presenting the accusation, and when
tqro or more people volunteer for this
office, the judgement by which the
tribunal names the accuser is called
divination. . . . This word comes from
the fact that since accuser and accused
are two correlative terms that cannot
continue to exist without each other,
and since the type of judgement in
question here presents an accused
without accuser, it is necessary to have
recourse to divination in order to find
what the trial does not provide, what
it leaves still unknown - that is to say,
the accuser.'
ror. In France, a type of boarding

school [TrJ.
roz. 'A supplement to Freud's "His-

tory of an Infantile Neurosis"' (1928),

rypublished in The Psycho-Attalytic
Reader (tXo). See the further details and
references in Ernest Jones, Sigmund
Freudr l.lz 3o6-rz. Dr Mack Brunswick
notes that she was simply the mediator
between the Wolf Man and the absent
Freud [TtJ.

ro3. Two paragraphs rewritten (1966).
ro4.'La parole qui dure'. Cf. Leen-

hardt, 'La parole qui dure' (Tradition,
mythe, statut), Do Kamo Qgqill. ryt tr.
lr'J.

roy. English in the original.
ro6. W'hether a damaged stone or a

cornerstong ily srrong point is that I
have never yielded over this (1966).

ro7. Notably in Beyond the Pleasure
Principle [Tr.].

ro8. This is the form called Laksana-
laksana.

ro9. Cf. 'Analysis Terminable and
Interminable' (1917), Standard Edition,
)QilII: 24t tr.t and An Outline of Psycho-
awlysis (rg+o), ibid.: 248 f.

rro. Cf. 'Remembering, Repeating
and Working-Through' (r9r4), S tandard
Edition, XII: r4y.

rtr. Being and Time (t962): 294.

Function and field of speech and language
l)r'esence- by means of a contiguity _ a
rt:mporal proximity 

: of .rrJ.iuiior,r;
Jrrst as in writing, if ,,a,, 

and ,,b,, 
are

lrrrt side by sidE, it means that the.vllable "ab', is to be formed out of
t l rem. '

I r.rrd's first use of this metaphor occurs
'l' 'fh: Interpretation of Dreams',
.\:.ryard Edtton, fV: 247 and 3r4I  l ' ' .1.

r 19. Let it be understood that it is notr {lucsrion of those leiftg' that are always,.',1,posed to be lacking in novices, lut of

a gift that is in fact lacking to them more
often than they lack it. 

e

rzo. Ponse writes- it: r6son (t966).
[In his pouT 

"" U"itirir.';il"ro]./a, ;,
'rdsonner'in French; rdson i, 

" 
homony*

of raison.l

, rzr.'Soumission, don, grdce,. The
three Sanskrit noun$ e"fiJ, 

-ddnam,

*yd) -are also rendered .r"ti-"orrtrol,i

.gl:* :'compassion' (Rhadh.f.rirfr""rli
the- three verbs, .control', .give', .sym_

K*ii:' .(T. S. Eliot, rt i fu",,J ilona,yart V; 'What the thunder said').

r13
rrz. The four words'renyersd dau b

rdpdtition'in which is inscribed my latcl
formulation of repetition Q966) rnl
substituted for an improper recourse E
the'eternal return' f'toujours prCsent de
l'iternel retour'f, which was all that t
could convey at that time.

tt3. 'Jeux d'occultation'. The clrlll
would associate the appearance and dlar
appearance of a toy that he alternaref
threw away and drew back again with rb
vowel sounds 'o' and 'a', which Frenf
interpreted as those of the German wott
for'gone!' (Fort!) and'here!' (Da!).TE

situation where the child's mother 11;
alternately present and absent. FrGua
nores the eventual detachment of thf
game from the figure of the mother, rnl
he notes the importance of the antithol
of disappearance and return rather
the content of the opposition: by merl
of his image in a mirror, the child sc4
discovered how to make himself db
appear. Cf. Beyond the Pleasure Principh
(r9zo), Standard Edition, XVIII: 11G

lr'.1.
r r4. Leenhardt, for example, uses tla

spatial representation in his Do Kamo I
represent the native's existence as a locrl
of relationships with others [T.J. .

rr;. Premises of the topology th-
I have been putting into practice ovcr th
past five years (1966).

r 16. '. comme mddiatrice .ntia
I'homme du souci et Ie sujet du sav*
ahsolu'. Souci is the usual French rendG
itg of the Heideggerian Sorge,
sayoir of the Hegelian Wissen fTr.l

rr7. The serpent is Moses's bruel
serpent, god of healing (Numbcr.r, t{
r) [T'.].

l18. Cf. Freud's analysis of l)o6,
Standard Edition, VII: 39:

'It is a rule of psycho-analytic racb
ni<pc t lrat an intcrnalconnectiorr wlrf i
is still undiscloscd will announct ||

repetition o-f this game was apparenf
evidence of the child's beginning I
master his environment actively throqf
speech, for the active repetition seeml
clearly to replace the passivity of rh1


